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City College Surveyed For Dobelle Opinion
BY MATTHEW PRINCE

of their school. While the opinions expressed were not nearly
as caustic as those of the poem,
Questions circled the cam- they were still surprisingly canpus last week after The Tripod did and revealing.
printed a letter allegedly from
-Austin White served as the
"City College of San Francisco's District Executive Vice-Chanfaculty" attacking Evan S. cellor when Dobelle took office
Dobelle, Trinity's next president at City College five years ago
(February 7,1995, p. 2).
and now leads the Observer
Within 24 hours of publica- Alliance. This organization of
tion, The Tripod was contacted approximately 250 was formed
by Anna Quan Wong, President by White to illustrate some of
of the Academic Senate at City the faults in how the school is
College. "The faculty of City run, according to the December
College of San Francisco is rep- 7th-21st issue of The Guardsresented by the Academic Sen- man — City College's student
ate," she made clear. "The letter newspaper.
White stepped down from
was not sent from the Academic
Senate" and therefore cannot his position of Vice-Chancellor
legitimately be signed the way due to "differences in leaderit was. She was, however, care- ship style [with Dobelle]," and
ful not to say whether the opin- now, works in the Social Sciion expressed by the letter, ences Department at City Colwhich was in the form of a poem, lege.
When asked if White or
was indeed that of the faculty.
In hopes of finding the le- anyone in the Observer Alliance
gitimate opinion of the City had sent the poem, he explained
College faculty, The Tripod con- that while it had been distribtacted heads of the various de- uted Iimitedly at City College,
partments on City College's his organization was not the
campus to ask their impression author. "We do not know the
of Evan Dobelle as Chancellor origin. It is not the style of the
Editor-in-Chief

writers of the Alliance," he
stated..
Furthermore, when asked
about the three main accusations of the poem — that
Dobelle hired family members,
that he pocketed school funds,
and that he took credit for writings other than his own —
White was clear, "There's no
proof of any of [those accusations]. We have to stay with the
facts, and those are not the
facts."
White, howevdr, was not
without criticism../. "[Dobelle]
and I worked together for two
and a half years. A credibility
gap developed between what
he promised and what happened.... He and I parted company over the credibility gap."
When asked if the problems that Dobelle had at City
College, a public junior college
of approximately 70,000 students and 1900 faculty, would
follow him to the far-smaller;
private Trinity, White said, "I
would say that some of the
problems that manifested
themselves would follow him."
please turn to page 6
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'69 Fest Comes Under Fire-Allegations Rage
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE &
K. MICHAEL DERBY
News Editors

AUCE YAHADA

Students working the kegs at last weekend's Celebration of
Coeducation. Roughly 700 students attended the event.

The Celebration of Coeducation party last Friday night
has come under fire.
Last weekend's party was
the most well attended portion
of the Celebration of Coeducation Campaign. The parties
were held in the Cave and in
the Washington Room. The
event was not a fund raiser,
losing roughly $3,500 as expected. While roughly 700 students attended the Mather Parties, the advertising campaign
waged by the Student Government Association has met with
criticism by some students.
Students complained that
the advertising technique used
to promote the party "sacrificed
sensitivity."
Signs that stated "'69 is
coming" and paper figures constructed from the '69 fliers were
the images that the Public Relations Committee in SGA used
to sell the party.
However, many students
feel that the sexual connotations

of the '69 campaign were offensive and inappropriate.
"To associate the anniversary of Coeducation, which is
wholly independent with a sexual
position, belittles the importance
of the event and belittles the importance of women's role at Trinity," said Claire Pingel '95, the
most vocal of the students.
The students held a small
protest in Mather last Friday after dissenters and members of
the Student Government Association had already started debating.
Earlier in the week when
Pingel called the Student Life
Resource Center to enter into a
dialogue with the SGA, she was
allegedly mocked and harassed
by the Vice President of the SGA
Jonathan "Bama" Epstein '97.
Pingel's allegations have
been supported by several members of SGA and students who
were in SLRC at the time. Jason
Cincotti '96, a former member of
SGA, went on record as supporting Pingel's allegations.
Epstein refutes this statement. Epstein claims that he was
interested in pursuing a discus-

sion on the issue. Epstein stated
that he asked Pingel to repeat
her statements in an effort to
"hear her more clearly and understand what issues she
wanted to discuss."
Epstein further delineated
his feelings on the issue saying
that he "supported the PR campaign." Epstein further stated
that he does not feel an apology
for the PR campaign is necessary.
Pingel admits to ripping
down a number of signs in
Mather and in Jarvis for which
she has apologized calling it an
"act of passion." However, SGA
is at odds over the way the incident and the protestor's complaints were handled.
Michael "Mick" Nardelli
stated that "the member she
spoke with handled it poorly
and I wish that the member had
handled it in a more professional
manner. After hearing the way
the member handled it, I believe
that Claire was justified."
The advertising campaign
passed through the steering
board a few weeks ago, after
please turn to page 7
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A Liberal Arts Education?
hat has happened to Trinity's liberal arts education?
Believe it or not there was actually a time in Trinity's
past when students where taught to learn rather than
memorize and regurgitate. In interviewing Dr. Higgins, Director of the Counseling Center and Professor of Psychology, for
this issue's spotlight he informed me that many years ago,
students questioned far more than just their right to kegs.
They questioned the material they were taught, and the
validity and relevance of it. How many classes now exist where
a Professor would tolerate a student questioning the validity of
their teachings never mind the relevance. "Class participation" has become the simple reiteration of the previous nights
readings.
This is not to say that the academic load has necessarily
lightened, instead the focus has changed. Many of the courses
Trinity now offers require a considerable amount of rote
memorization. Yet, very few, mathematics students, for example, can tell you the quadratic equation 24 hours after the
final exam.
Einstein was rumored never to have learned his own phone
number or address because he saw no reason to waste time
learning something he. could always look up. Perhaps this
reasoning- should be taken into consideration by those who
consider it so important to memorize pages of formulas. After
all, in the long run, what have students really learned by
memorizing?
To once again refer to Dr. Higgins, "a liberal arts education
is not about learning a profession, its about learning to ask the
right questions." Therefore, Trinity should worry more about
producing educated students rather than engineers, economists, chemists, physicists, and computer scientists.
- :
J.V.E.
cTlir

Matthew B. Prince '%

Justin M. Van Etten '96
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Faculty Member Scornfully
Responds To Dobelle Poem
To the Editor:

But this is not likely to be the outcome of their strenuous effort. In fact the
The rhyming "letter" detailing the "letter" dispatched from the home of the
personal and administrative failings of poet Lawrence Ferlinghetti and the City
EvaivDobelle at the City College of San Lights b ookstore reveals a lack of literaryFrancisco is an extraordinary document talent so pronounced as to suggest arindeed.
rested intellectuai development.
The authors of this venomous, deThis is not even a good poem in a
based and misshapen doggerel identify" bad cause. If the "faculty of the City
themselves as the "faculty of the col- CollegeofSanFrancisco"canbrandEvan
lege." If this is true, it is easy to under- Dobelle as a poor writer, then Rush
stand why Mr. Dobelle might want to Limbaugh can instruct us on the role of
place a continent between himself and prudence and compassion in human af-

If... the rhyme was written by. a group of disgruntled
professors — then the failure of the authors to identify
themselves accurately suggests cowardice and -perhaps
pathological dishonesty.
the City College professoriat.
If it is not true — if, instead, the
rhyme was written by a group of disgruntled professors:—• then the failure of
the authors to identify themselves accurately suggests cowardice and perhaps
pathological dishonesty.
Whoever the authors are, they apparently believed that their poem would
deliver a crushing blow to the reputation
of Evan Dobelle.

To the Editor:
- I'm pleased to clarify the role that I
look forward to playing ~at this year's
Commencement. In early January, President-elect Evan S. Dobelle and Chairman of the Board, Alfred J. Koeppel asked

me to be present at Commencement for
To me, the Class of 1995 is a very
the awarding of the degrees and to give special one and if will be a great honor
the Charge to the Class of 1995.
and pleasure to share their CommenceNeedless to say, I accepted their in- ment with them.
vitation, and we are working out the
details of the ceremony itself. I will also
Sincerely,
preside at the Senior Dinner for the class.
Borden W. Painter, Jr.'58
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I want the Class of 1995 to know
how much I have appreciated their
friendship and support.
Of course, I know many members of
the class as a faculty member artd have
come to know many more this year as
interirri president
.v
;

To me, the Class of 1995 is a very special one and it will
be a great honor and pleasure to share their Commencement with them.

Business \1<in.it;t>r

Production Manager

Sincerely,
Jack Chatfield
Department of History

President Painter Clarifies
His Role In Graduation

•

i'huloguiphs i dilurs

fairs.
I have not met Mr. Dobelle, and
I can form no opinion of him at this time.
But I am certain that my judgment will
not be swayed by the poisonous, course
and thoroughly unfunny poem which
The Tripod published last week.

Ci < uiilh ilt.O
FAX

'69 Profits

Policy Concerning
Letters To
The Editor:
*Please Note: The Tripod is published every Tuesday while classes are
in session. Letters to The Tripod must be
received by 5:00 PM on the Friday preceding publication. The letter should be
addressed to the Editor, not a particular
individual. No unsigned or anonymous
letters will be printed, although names
maybe withheld if so requested after asignature. The Trinity Tripod will not
publish any letter deemed by the Editors
to be an attack on an individual's character or personality.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily
leflect the views or opinions of The Tripod. Please limit letters to a length of
five-hundred words. TheTrinity Tripod
reserves the right to edit all letters for
clarity and brevity.
Letters may be submitted to The Tripod
by
• campus mail Box 702582
Tripod@trincoll.edu
• email
DocEx server in the
• network
General Resources
zone of the Trinity
College Network
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Mixed Reactions To Coeducation Celebration
To the Editor:
This week I •was angered and frustrated to have been reminded—once
again—-that women's issues are not taken
seriously by many students on this campus.
I am speaking of the "Celebration of
69," a party sponsored by the SG A supposedly commemorating 25 years of
coeducation at Trinity. SGA advertised
this "beast free" party with hundreds of
signs, most of which read only "69" and
some of which were arranged in the
shapes of two human bodies enacting

Where is the humor in the
fact that our mothers,
grandmothers and greatgrandmothers were denied
the right to an education of
the same quality as a
man's?
the suggested position.
The slogan for the "Celebration"
was "Learning to Come Together. "In
and of itself a 69 party is not offensive to
me. I have no objection to this particular
sex act, or to any other. Nor do I object to
the SGA's choosing to throw a party
celebrating coeducation.
But, the marketing of the "Celebration of 69" implies that "the 69" is the
most noteworthy benefit to have arisen
from coeducation. By emphasizing sex
as the best thing about women at Trinity,
the "Celebration" ignores the importance

of women's education and the achievements of Trinity's female graduates. At
worst, the 69 fest is belittling and offensive. At be§t. t is a thoughtless joke,
making light of something that is not the
least bit funny.
Women Irave only been allowed'to attend Trinity for 25 years. Where is the

humorinthefactthatour mothers, grandmothers and great-grandmothers were
denied the right to an education of the
same quality as a man's?
On Friday, a small group of students—both male and females-tabled
outside of Mather Dining Hall to call
attention to the "Celebration of '69"'s
mixed message. We met with some support, some def ensiveness, and some belligerence. One male student muttered
"feminist bullshit" as he walked.by, ag if
the objections we were raisirigwere somehow invalidated by their "feminist" lean^
ings. Clearly, many students do not perceive discrimination against women, to
be something very real, very serious, and
still prominent—as evidenced by one
man's rude remark.
The most common response I have
heard while discussing this matter with
other Trinity students is, "It's just a party.
You're thinking about it too much." I
like parties, but I like thinking, too.
Maybe I am thinking too much or
maybe some others aren't thinking
enough. Yet, I cannot help but believe
that a woman's "thinking too much" was
what men were hoping to prevent by
denying her the right to be well-educated.
Sincerely,
Sarah Godcher '95

To the Editor:
Women were first admitted to
Trinity College as matriculating students
25 years ago, in 1969. All year, there
have been lectures, exhibits and discussions sponsored by various organizations on campus to commemorate this
anniversary.
On Friday, the Student Government Association, alongwithsome other
student social organizations, hosted a
large keg party to acknowledge the significance of the year 1969 in the college's
history. Since it's not very cool for Trinity students to attend lectures when roll
isn't being called, this was the way in
which the majority of the student population observed the anniversary. SGA
chose a slogan and a title for this party
which was wholly inappropriate and
effectively belittled the importance of
women's education.
"69" is a popular slang term for a
certain sexual position. In the beginning of the week, many of the signs,
which simply said "69" were turned on
their sides, and I even saw some on
which passers-by had scrawled faces in
profile. The implication was glaringly
obvious.
By deliberately associating the inception of coeducation at Trinity with a
sexual position and with the slogan "25
years of learning to come together" the
wits in the school's governing body have
effectively reduced the importance of
this anniversary to a very low level.
They have also bared some ugly truths
about our society which exist even in an
institution of higher learning. Almost
every time that I brought my concerns

before those responsible for the party, I
was told that I was "thinking" about it
too much. Are we not at Trinity to think
about the world around us in a complete and precise manner?
The Vice-President of SGA,
Jonathan Epstein, even mocked me to
his friends in SLRC when I called him
on the phone to voice my complaint. Is
this fitting behavior for one who is supposed to be representing the entire student body?
Widespread female intellectual

Widespread female intellectual pursuits are a recent
development in the history
of western society.
pursuits are a recent development in
the history of western society. The right
of a woman to an education equal in
value to that of her male contemporaries is nothing to joke about, and SGA
chose to do just that in a tasteless and
offensive manner.
This organization, which should
be a respectable liaison between the
students and the administration, has
failed to respect the intelligence of the
student body in this advertising campaign. I encourage SGA to think more
completely about the nuances of their
actions in the future, and thereby to
avoid falling into the trap of the incomplete thought, which is so rampant in
our society today.
Sincerely,
Claire Pingel '95

Changes On Vernon St Segregation The Wrong
Could Revitalize Area Way To Celebrate 1969

BYJIMBARR
Senior Editor

Now that Vernon Street is closed,
the college needs to figure out what to do
with it. Sure, Vernon is closed, but we
haven'treally gained thatmuch. Thereis
less traffic on the street, but it is still an
eyesore that divides our campus. The
overall look and appearance of Trinity
could be greatly improved through measures that would incorporate the north
side of the street with the rest of the
campus.
In the last few years, fences have
been springing up all over the perimeter

Vernon Street has telephone poles awkwardly placed up and down the road,
just like the fence, separating our campus. This isn't possible, you say? In
other cities, utility companies are willing
to bury the utilities, as long as the residents foot the bill.
In addition, Trinity is in the process
of providing campus phone service to
the fraternity houses on Vernon Street—
buildings not owned by the college, further decreasing the dependence on the
city wires.
Another aspect of the area that makes
Vernon look like it is a city street is the
street itself. Like other streets in the

In addition to removing the fence, some measures should
be taken to make the entire area look more like a part of
our campus, and less like a city street.
of our campus. Every time a new fence is
put up, members of the Trinity Community appropriately ask whether or not
Trinity is becoming a "closed campus."
Here's a novel idea: take a fence down!
The south side of Vernon Street is
lined by an iron- spiked fence that extends from the Admissions Office to PsiU. Now that Vernon Street is closed,
why don't we remove the fence?
It serves no purpose and simply
divides our campus. Just think of how
open the whole area would look with an
unobstructed view across the street.
In addition to removing the fence,
some measures should be taken to make
the entire area look more like a part of
oux campus, and less like a city street.
This could first be done by burying the
utilities along the street.
Vernon Street is the only part of our
campus where there are above ground
utilitywires. Look around campus, there
are no power, telephone or cable TV
wires crisscrossing above you. But

neighborhood, itlboks as thoughit'sbeen
under a constant barrage of mortar fire
from Serbian troops stationed in the
nearby hills. The College should rtepave
the street, and redo the cracked, sidewalks.
Of course, an obvious deterrent to
paving the street is the argument that
people will drive faster. A few, well
placed speed bumps, with some crosswalks would do the trick.
Right now, people driving down
the street have their eyes glued to the
pavement (not the pedestrians), as they
try to avoid damage to their car from the
enormous potholes.
These improvements, some more
major than others, would greatly improve peoples'image of the area. Buildings on the other side of Vernon Street
wouldn't be so detached from the rest of
thecampus,andknockingdownthefence
would make Trinity look more open.
When was the last time that something
on campus was opened instead of closed?

ebrate coeducation our college would
sponsor activities that demonstrate to"...will be segregated, in an effort getherness and unity.
to increase the student bodies' awareInstead, the idea was to divide the
ness of coeducation at Trinity " (Tlie Tri- campus down the middle for a day so
porf Feb. 7,1995). l>is was the justifica- we could "increase die student bodies'
tion tha t Ls used for a day of segrega ting awareness."
the sexes here at Trinity. I find this
The students are aware of coeduappalling. How can out SGA and ad- cation,, we are aware of it every day. We
ministration justify celebrating coedu- have coed classes and coed donns to
cation of Hie sexes living, studying, and start with.
socializing here by separating them?
Why doesn't SGA sponsor an acOne would nol even consider cel- tivity like bringing a member of the
ebrating the end of slavery with taking opposite sex to lunch, class, or the 'W
away freedom for a day so we could party? Then we could really apprrcia to
increase awareness, so why are « e cel- that the opposite LseA contributes to our
ebrating unity of the sexes at Trinity lives in many ways*.
with "segregation.
Celebrating unity with separation
Constantly since. I arrived here at is not the answer. Celebrating unity
Trinity lastfall,lhave heard complaints with nn attempt for increased harmony,
from both sexes concerning one sex or however, is a mene logical solution.
the other dominating classes jnd social
Jife in some cases.
Nonw vilhliehl iff the rcqwtit of
iiulhor.
One would then think that U> ceJTo the Editor:

E-Mail Comment From Alumnus
To the Editor:
I just discovered you had a world
wide web site. Very nice. As a former
News editor I'm pleased to be able to
catch up with campus events.
And yes, I agree that Lifestyles

should be replaced. They do break easily
and I don't buy the Infirmaries explanation that it depends how you use it or the
results of the survey.
Sincerely,
Dave Copland '90

Your voice matters!
Whether you're a student, faculty member,
administrator, alumni or parent-a college and its
newspaper depend on hearing from you. Makeyour
opinion known.
Write a letter to the editor. Box 702582.
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Bookstore's Prices Seen As Unfair To Students
To the Editor:
Over the course of our winter break,
the post office raised the price of domestic stamps to thirty-two cents each. It
was an increase that has caused some
displeasure with customers, not only
because the increase will not necessarily
improve service, but because there is
only one postal system from which one
can buy stamps.
In other words, the federal government has total control over the price of
sending a letter. Arid unlike express
mail companies, regular first class mail

financially with the rest of the student bought back from the bookstore.
body in terms of income and family re- .
It has gotten to the point where I
sponsibility towards tuition, the purchas- '• have considered taking one class over
ing of books is a necessary hardship with • another, because the former had a manevery semester. My area of study, his- ageable total book price. This sounds
tory and religion, are ones that usually crazy, but a difference of say $100 iri total
have an eight to ten book requirement; cost makes a big difference to my own
and for one of my classes alone the total personal budget. The only alternative is
price of books came out to $154.1 am not to borrow the book from the library, but
blaming professors for the price of books if the library does have the book, it will
at all, in fact some have expressed their most likely be checked out by someone
displeasure with book prices.
It is also worthy to note that professors sometimes list books on the syllabus, thatfor time's sake areperhaps never

Sincerely,
Collin Woodward '97

Ivy Editor Corrects Tripod

A much more relevant example of price control is in the
college bookstore. All around the country students are
required to buy books which they are dependent on, but
always seem to be ridiculously overpriced. Trinity College is no exception.
has no competition.
My point in illustrating this is not to
emphasize my displeasure with the price
of a stamp. At most I send out perhaps
five articles of mail a month that require
postage. Rather, it is the monopoly of
this service that bothers me.
A much more relevant example of
monopolization is in the college bookstore. All around the country, students
are required to buy books which they are
dependent on, but always seem to be
ridiculously overpriced. Triniry College
is no exception.
;
Although I am not sure how I stand

else in the class.
I am writing this letter only to express my displeasure with the bookstore
policy, which I feel is opportunistic and
unfair. Books are something that all students need to survive within the curriculum. They should not be hindered from
learning because of inflated book prices.

gotten covered. Thus, money has been
spent on books that remained academically idle within the course. But the
bookstore returns most books well before the semester is over, so one can not
sell back unused books.
The most obscene charge I feel is for
course packets, perhaps one-hundred
photocopied pages that will run a student between twenty and thirty dollars.
To copy it oneself would cost only ten
dollars at most! Another unfortunate
occurrence is the book bought for the
class, may conveniently go out of print
after the semester is over, and will not be

the '94 book. If you wanted to inform
your readers accurately then you
It never ceases to appall me how should have at least made the attempt
irresponsible Vie Tripod canbe at times. to direct your questions to someone
As Co-Editor in Chief of the Ivy, I feel who partook in the Ivy last year.
'1 hird, if you .ire ftoingloquoie mecompelled U>sj} that vourUUle tidbit
in the February 7th edition of The Vri- at iea^t have the decency to spt-1! my
poi! did a diffcieivice iii the enlire Ivy name correctly. It's lost' with ;m accent
over the 'e.' The accent makes all the
htalf.
First, I want to start off by ,s.iying difference in the world as far as the
that you gnt my title-wrong. I am not pronunciation of my name is concerned.
the Editor inChief asyou so ignoranlly Lastly. I wont to stress that >ou should
slated/butlhe.Co-editorin Chief. There thoroughly check your facts before you
it> a difference between the two posi- lurnish your readers with misleading
tions for I share editorial responsibili- information.
ties with MK. 1 leather Wynne.
For anyone who is curious, the/94
Second, when, you slated that 1 yearbookbweredistributed to the memhad no control over the status of las>t bers of the class- of 1W4 as (it last week.
year's book, you provided your readSincerely,
ers with a haif-h uth.
Jose K. Lugo'95
You failed to mention that I was
Co-editor in Chief of the
nof a member of the Ivy last year and
for this reason, I had no control over
Ivy
To the Editor:

SGA Member Explains Reasons Behind Advertising For '69
To the Editor,
I am writing to explain the complications which occurred as a result of the
"Celebration of 69: A Celebration of Coeducation" party sponsored by the Student Government Association. The following views are my own and do not
necessarily represent those of other members of the SGA.
It has always been commonplace
throughout the advertising world that if
one desires to attract customers, one must
play to what the audience wants. With
this as a premise, I would like to defend
myself, as one of the members, of the
Senate responsible for the advertising
campaign and decisions made concerning the event, against the accusations
that the advertising was offensive and
sexually explicit.
The advertising used for this campaign was a type of advertising which
targeted a certain group of people. It has
been my experience on this campus that
if one wishes to attract people to an event,
the advertising of alcohol is a must. The
flyer which catches the eye makes people
aware of the event takingplace and sparks
interests.
It would be a lie for me to maintain
that the sexual implications of the number " 69 " was not a factor in the decision
to use it; however, this sexual implication is neither biased towards one sex,
nor biased towards any sexuality. It has
been argued that this style of advertising
is offensive to some because it implies
that the best part of women attending
Trinity is the fact that men can have sex
with them.
This was a concept which never entered my mind when deciding to use this
campaign.Those whoprotested the party
and the use.of the advertising tabled
Mather lobby with signs which stated,
"There is more to 1969 then just 69/'
This, again, would be impossible to re• fute. However, I believe that SGA took
this into consideration. We planned a
panel discussion of fraternity and sorority members the afternoon before the
party. This was an educational event in
which attendees learned the pro's and

con's of single sex Greek organizations,
as well as those of coed organizations.
There were also several lectures,
readings, and discussions held with
women graduates of the college. These
were other educational options which
were available to the campus for learning about coeducation. Unfortunately,
all of these readings, lectures, discussions, and.the panel discussion were
poorly attended.
The fact remains thatthe event which
spread awareness about the anniversary
of coeducation in the greatest magnitude
was the party last Friday. I will hardly
contest that each and every person who
attended the party stood around with
their beer and discussed the effects of
women in the last 25 years on the Trinity
campus. However, I do maintain that
those present knew why the party was
being held. If I had been talking to a
friend not associated with the college,
and he asked me what I had done last
night,! would have answered that I went
to the "69 Party," The next logical question would have been, " What is that?"
My response would have been that it
was a party in honor of the 25th year of
having women at the college. I believe
that most of the students who attended
the party were at least that aware of the
situation. In this sense, I believe the
party was a success.
I agree that the advertising campaign was run in an insensitive manner.
Notwithstanding,! believe itwasthebest
way to handle the situation. It was clear
to me that some people would be offended by the signs plastering campus.
"Unfortunately, I could not speculate how many people would be upset.
As a result, the decision was made to run
the campaign as planned. It was going to
be impossible to please everyone, so I
took a utilitarian mind set and agreed to
run it as planned.
I believe that for four days on this
campus, everyone was talking about "69"
and what it was. This facilitated discussion and awareness. After seeing the
protests which have been made, and discussing the views of the people which
were offended, I must say that I have

become more enlightened, but if I had to sionally, and without respect. For this, I
make the decision again, I think it would will apologize.
be the same.
I am not apologizing for the person
Perhaps this is part of a bigger issue. .Who was •disrespectful, but more for the
Why is it that alcohol and sexual implica- ideal that this is a body which I represent,
tions attract the most people to an event? and therefore I feel it necessary to make
Well, this' is much too broad of a topic to amends for the body itself, not the memcover here, maybe another time.
ber of the body who was wrong.
Perhaps it is sad that the students
I have yet to make an apology in this
article for any actions which I have taken respond to offensive advertising; perpart of or made decisions to enact be- haps I was wrong in making the decicause I feel my actions and decisions were sions I made throughout the week; regardless, I am willing to accept some of
justified.
I don't know if they were right or the'blame, but I and the other members
wrong, but justified I do believe. How- of the Senate can not read minds. Without student input, decisions which anger
ever, "there is one apology I will make.
It seems unfortunate that when a and offend people may still be made.
Please do not allow one attempt at
student, who Lam supposedly representing, makes a phone call to speak with an contact with a member to dissuade you.
SGA representative concerning an issue
There are many other representawhich directly affects him or her, that he tives which are willing to listen and learn.
or she is treated poorly. I believe that as After all, we represent you. It would be
representatives of the student body, we of great help to know how you wish to be
are no more than public servants.
represented.
To my dismay and disappointment,
the person who called in reference to the
Sincerely,
party was treated unfairly, un-profesMichael Nardelli '97

Ac-Pro Statistic Clarified
it could be verified the next day.
In fan, 12.i% nt the freshman rlns.-,
I wiiti: lo express dismay thai 1'lie is on Academic Probation. That figure
Trinity ~lrip»d would repeat in print a compares to 1.1.?% for the sophomore:
damaging lunwr which it knew was ela».«i, ^.5"--'< for (he junior rinss and 4.6%
faKe. Jn "Around TriniLy," January 24, lor tlu: .senior class,.
] W5 you slate, "it is rumored that 40%
I Ihink 'IIK Tripod owes Ilio fre.sliof the freshman class is- now on aca- man class, the Registrar's Office, arid the
demic probation."
entire Trinity Community an apology
As you know., your reporter was lor its oirelcft- disregard for facts.
told h\ the: Acting Ke«islraron January
23rd that that tigme was wrong.
Sincerely,
'1 he reporter v\ as informedi thatthe
Kathleen Ki-te,
figure was closer to IT!-;., although he
Chair, Academic Affairs
was asked not to report an> figure until
Committee

To the hriilor:

Around '11 hut} wpnld like to d/Wit^/.v j,>i any imwrecllu stated statistic*. 7he 4li"'>.
Mb bawl cu rumor. An informal jn>li uho yieliKvl a num\ •-•r arvuml 2.T'>. A* Around Trimly /•; nol
a i w v m lion but instead mow ot >i "gtieHty wlimm," IIir information u<of jtririted
Unfortunately, tlic reporter n.iti< • rnjit'd i}uit I'jr- rumor wmluliiCTi'M- nol in touch with Anmrkl
Trinity. An>iii«t Trinity rx»uid not intentionally misnpnsent the fat to. We mill Ltmtmur tttpniti
7 umart that peruadi the cjiripw-, lit 'vuever ice zi'ill try lo br moreeomMcmtecf thi'impiii t [law runion

tew in the future
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Public Talks

Ferguson Prizes in Government

On Wednesday, February 15th at 4:00 PM in the Faculty
Club, there will be a public talk entitled, "On Spaces, Borders
and States: Inquiries and International Relations Theory" by
TrinityCollegeAssistantProfessor of Political Science Michael
Niemann. This is part of the Faculty Lecture Series. Refreshments will be served following the lecture.
The Leonard E. Greenberg Endowment for Judaic, and
Middle Eastern Studies and the Jewish Federation of Greater
Hartford are co-sponsoring a lecture entitled, "Catholics and
Jews in Liberal Italy" given by Andrew Canepa on Monday,
February 27th at 4:15 PM in the Boyer Auditorium.
The Poetry Center is pleased to announce that Ellen
Voigt will be the poet-in-residence at Trinity for ten days in
March. She will give two public readings on Thursday,
March 9th and Wednesday, March 15th, in the Life Sciences
Center at 8:00 PM.

The Ferguson Prizes in Government, founded in 1890 by
the late Professor Henry Ferguson of the Class of 1868, are
offered for the two best essays submitted for any undergraduate course, tutorial, or seminar in the Department of Political
Science during the academic year. The prizes are: $600 for first
place and $400 for second place. All essays must be typewritten
and submitted to the Chairman of the Department by March
24,1995.

Contests

Special Summer Opportunity
Strawberry Bank Museum: (Portsmouth, N.H.) A unique
internship opportunity is expected to be available again this
year to a Trinity student interested in historic preservation,
archeology, museum management, or early American history.
The internship will focus on projects of mutual interest to the
intern and the museum. A stipend of $1,500 will be provided
by Trinity College for the 8-10 week internship. Housing is
available for a nominal fee. Please contact the Internship
Coordinator, Seabury 405, ext. 2382, for more information.
Applications, consisting of a personal statement and the name
of one faculty reference, must be submitted by March 15,1995.

Sagebrush is running contests for poetry and fiction
writers. Poetry: any subject or style, 40 lines or less. 1st place$300,2nd place- $200,3rd place- $100. Entry fee is $5 (total
cost) for up to five poems. Fiction: 2500 words or less. 1st
place- $300,2nd place- $200,3rd place- $100. Entry fee is $5 Hillel Lunch
(total cost) for up to two entries. Deadline for entries: March
Hillel is having a student/faculty lunch at the Hillel
15,1995. For more information, write to: Sagebrush-C12-16, House on 30 Crescent Street on Thursday, February 16th
PO Box 300805, Denver, Co 80203.
between 12:30 and 1:30 PM. There is no charge.
The National Library of Poetry has announced that
$24,000 in prizes will be awarded this year to over 250 poets Chapel Happenings
in the North American Open Poetry Contest. The deadline
Tuesday-Wednesday: 5:00 PM Evening Worship
for the contest is March 31, 1995. The contest is open to
Wednesday: 5:30 PM Carillon Guild
everyone and entry is free. To enter, send one original poem,
Thursday: 5:00 PM Evening Worship
any subject and any style, to the National Library of Poetry,
Sunday: 1:00 PM Holy Eucharist
11419 Cronridge Dr., PO Box 704-1933, Owings Mills, MD
5:00 PM Roman Catholic Mass
21117. The poem should be no more than 20 lines, and the
Evening Prayer will be held Mon-Thurs at 5:00 PM
poet's name and address should appear on the top of the
page.

Coffee House
The second Coffee House of the season at Northwest
Park will feature singer /songwriter Amy Gallatin and her
band Stillwaters on Saturday, February 25th at 7:30 PM at the
Northwest Park Nature Center. Amy Gallatin sings various
musical styles - country, folk, bluegrass and western swing.
Tickets will be available at the door, or by calling or stopping
by the Nature Center. Costis$8/person. Home baked goods
and coffee are included in the Coffee House ticket price.
Doors open at 7:00 PM.

Benefit
The SharonHistorical Society, on Sunday, February 19th
at 3:00 PM, is sponsoring the AU-Haydin chamber music
concert with the Angeles String Quartet at First Church of
Christ Congregational, 25 Main St. Sharon, Ct. Discussion
and reception will follow the concert. Admission is $18. Call
(203) 364-5688 for reservations.

Exhibit
The Pump House Gallery is sponsoring its first small
works exhibit in June 1995. The slide submission deadline is
April 30,1995. Call (203) 722-6488 for prospectus.

Due to Reading Week
The Tripod won't be publishing
for the next two weeks.
Our next issue will be March
7th.

Classifieds

Spring Break '95
America's #1 Spring Break Company!
Cancun, Bahamas, or Florida!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL FREE! Call for our
finalized 1995 Party Schedules!! (800) 95-BREAK
SPRING BREAK
Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun, Jamaica from $299!
Air, hotel, transfers, Parties and more! Organize small
group-earn FREE trip plus commissions!

Call 1-800-822-0321
WORK IN PARADISEI

Earn to $12/hour + tips!
Positions Available at Nationwide destinations
including Hawaii, Florida, Alaska, etc. Call:
(206) 632-0150 ext. R50791
Two Bedrooms for rent in local area. For more
information call Mike or Junior at 247-3159.
Help Wanted-Students...

Over 120 American manufacturers need you to
assemble products at home. Circuit boards, jewelry,
holiday decorations, etc. Earn $280 to $652 weekly.
Part time/ full time. Experience unnecessary/ will
train. You're paid weekly.
Call 1-602-680-7444 Ext. 1001C

| New Marina at...

jCinestudio
Freedom On My Mind

Tues 7:30 P.M.

(1994) Directed by Connie Field and Marilyn Mulford. To commemorate Black History Month, this is a prize winning
documentary on the history shaping the events of the summer of 1964, as African-American organizers and everyday working
people were joined by white college students who went South to make the Voter Registration Act a reality. The vivid newsreels
and the living oral history of the participants capture the drama of a life or death struggle when courageous idealism came face
to face with unbridled bigotry and murder.

Bullets Over Broadway

Wed-Sat 7:30 P.M.

(1994) Directed by Woody Allen. Screenplay by Allen and Douglas McGrath. Cinematography by Carlo DiPakna. Cast:
Dianne West, John Cusack, Jennifer Tilly, Tracey Ullman. Woody Allen's first independently produced film is a stylish and
funny homage to Broadway of the 1920's. A serious minded playwright, infatuated with a grand dame of the theater, takes
a job as a coach to the considerably less talented girlfriend of the gangster producer. Allen deftly plays with the delirious twists
and turns of the plot with a new, sharp-edged maturity.

Killing Zoe

Fri-Sat 9:30 P.M.

(1994) Written and directed by Roger Avary. Cinematography by Tom Richmond. Cast: Eric Stoltz, Julie Deply, Gary
Kemp. Killing Zoe is a flamboyant, increasingly paranoid bad trip for its hero, Zed, an American in Paris who falls in with a
truly frightening bunch of hood en route to pulling off a bank robbery. Along the way, his passion for an elusive Parisian, Zoe
only pulls him closer to a precipice of uncontrollable violence.

LatchoDrom

Sun 2:30 P.M.; Sun-Tues 7:30 P.M.

(Romania/France, 1994) Written and directed by Tony Gatlif. Latcho Drom (safe journey, in Romany) is a uniquefilmon
Gypsy or Rom culture that is not a conventional documentary, but a free-flowing cinematic journey that tells the story of a
people through its music. Although the Gypsies have acted as a lightening rod for oppression through the centuries, each song
in the film has a joyful quality that passes on an oral history of survival against great odds.
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Around
Trinity:
Kudos
Kudos to the Senior and Junior
class happy hour. Despite hearing
"I've got friends in low places," a
plethora of times, Around Trinity and
others in attendance seemed to
greatly enjoy the festivities. Midrange beers and the fine wines of
Ernest & Julio Gallo were to be found
as well. Around Trinity is still trying
to figure out how those wine-in-thebox things work anyway. It doesn't
leak out. Wow, the miracles of modern technology.

Free Kegs
Apparently there was a misunderstanding at the "69" fest held on
Friday night (no, not that). We're
talking about the beer. After having
paid the steep $8 cover charge and
seeing the party shut down, numerous students thought they were entitled to a free keg courtesy of the
SGA. Although they party planners
claim that most of the kegs were
recovered, rumor has it that a number were seen roaming around Jarvis
later that evening.

Gerety Returns
It seems that the window in the
Cook arch lounge was recently broken. Although originally believed to
be Tom Gerety enacting his revenge
for hisnumerous office windows that
were broken, it turns out that the
offending party was actually a frozen water bottle hanging from the
sheet. Boooorrring.

Melrose Melee
Students werehorrifiedonMonday night when the moment finally
came: time for the Melrose Place
sweepstakes. When given the phone
number, viewers were supposed to
call in to win a cameo on the show.
When Around Trinity and friends
tried to call, their contest entry was
thwarted by a jammed phone system. Never mind getting an outside
line, Around Trinity couldn't even get
a dial tone! Face it, we all need help.

Overexposed
Around Trinity has been informed of reports of an impromptu
flasher on campus. The unnamed
student has been randomly dropping his pants whenever the moment is right. Around Trinity was
able to confirm a sighting in the dining hall, although other incidents
have been reported. So far, the senior class vice-president, has been in
the direct line of sight. She is currently undergoing psychological care
at Trinity's Counseling Center and is
expected to be able to speak again
within the next six to eight weeks.

Upright Tongs
What's that, you ask? Yes, in
accordance with the health inspector
(and new signage), all tongs at the
salad bar are to be placed in the full
uprightposition. Why? Who knows,
but the matter is of such paramount
importance, that it seems Marriott
has designated one employee as the
official tongstraightener. Maybenext
week we'll have to use rubber gloves
at the toaster.

NEWS
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City College Speaks Out On The Dobelle Question
continued from page 1

When pressed he explained that
the "credibility" problems that
caused their "separation" would
be the most likely to show up
again.
"He has a tendency of
matching up to his audience,"
White explained, claiming that
what Dobelle said to one audience was often in exact opposition to what he said to another.
"He comes on like gang-busters, but you have to watch out."
However, White is not
looked on without scorn himself. "I have been waiting for
two years for Austin White to
put up or shut up, and he has
done neither. What he has done
is he has twice threatened legal
action and has three times promised to mount a 'massive recall
effort' of members of the Board
of Trustees," said Ian Kelly, a
former head of the Associated
Students under Dobelle.
"[White] is a thug and a bully,
and is motivated by malice and
vengeance."
In regard to White's so
called "Observer Alliance" Kelly
said, "He has fabricated an 'alliance' that has never shown itself to be more than a dozen
mean spirits and a low-quality
copy machine."
Still, faculty members other
than White had candid opinions. "It's been an interesting 5
years under his guardianship,"
said Don Cate, the head of City's
Theatre Arts Department. "He
made tough decisions and was
an agent for change."

Cate, however, was not always a fan of the changes that
Dobelle made. "He increased
the class size and changed the
college's focus to an international setting with emphasis on
business and professions."
In a specialized theatre
course, Cate pointed out, when
you are required to have a certain number of students you
cannot show adequate individual time to each student.
In spite of any personal differences, almost everyone
agreed on the fact that Dobelle
was charming.
"He's an idealist, a pragmatist, and he's good with finances," said Joe Thorn, the recently appointed head of the
Interdisciplinary Studies Department at City College. ''I
also think he's very charming."
Some labeled this charm as
a fault. One faculty member
commented, "Overall he wasn't
good for City College. He was a
politician not an educator. He
was always politically correct,
whether it was good or not."
Another member of the faculty commented off the record
that, "He is good but somewhat
distant. He seems close but really he's distant. There was always a certain amount of facade
about him."
These criticisms are similar
to those leveled against Trinity's
former president, Tom Gerety,
who also was described as
"charming" and "articulate."
Gerety, Trinity's President
who served from 1989 through

1994, left Trinity for Amherst
much to the dismay of faculty
and administrators at the time.
The Capital Campaign was
scheduled to be announced, and
many saw Trinity in a state of
flux.
Howard DeLong, Professor
of Philosophy, wrote in.The Tripod at the time, "I was upset not
so much by the [resignation], as
by its timing."
Like Gerety, Dobelle leaves
his school at a time of transition.
During his Chancellorship,
Dobelle changed the adminis-

f j Writer

In a timi'whi-n religion and
spirituality are briritf questioned, thi-1 rinilj Ohiislianl-<-llow>hip held d conference to
ili«i:u^ issues, of faith.
I.nt-l fiiday the Winter
CoiiforPiiivfurtholnlcrVars-ity
('hrisllai! leilowsliip was hold
at I'riniiy. The focus of thisconft •rr.mv vva.i c in lhi> nuv. ni n j ; rind

purpose ol prayer. Over ninety
crlli'ge student* from -ill over
'•".irwi'Clicut attended this tis-inrililv.
|
Its purpose, According to
! ;•.. visor Karen Weisor, ih "to
ncnurage, Christians at Trinity
•incl to shaiv our faith with ofhcame, from area eol'e.ge.ssi.k'li
at- Connecticut Collect1, taster n ComuvlicuL Slate, South-

ern Connecticut Stale, University of Connecticut, L' rii versi ty
ot Hartford, Wosloyan
Lniverhily, ond Yale Uuivers-ily. 'Miev spent Ihe nigh! in
llartfuril with, families I rum
local i hurdles.
The conference leaiurod
Reverend l.ou Soiles. Soiles
p,A\ t- a motivational speed1, on
prayer and its importance
Hiiring this meeting, staff
members ami students gave
testimonies to Ihe power of
prayer. Then i?i ,i short prayer
session the audience appiied
these principals in their own
prayers.
The focus of the Reverend's sptjecli was that humanity can communicate with
(lod bfiviiise lie is personal
and there are main wrongs in
the world.
i lestiK-ssei.1 Ihat "people's
li te and i ull ureare broken and

trative structure to being more
like a four year college than a
two year junior college. This
involved eliminating a large
number of administrative and
faculty positions.
"We had a bulky, top heavy
system of administration. Now
we have a more workable, diminished staff. This has saved
significant money and it's the
major accomplishment of this
administration," said Chi Wing
Tsao, head of the Chemistry Department at City.
Leah Roberman, Head of
the Associated Students Organization atCity College, pointed
out that this large-scale down
sizing of administration and faculty alienated a lot of people.
"Evan Dobelle came into

we need God to empower us"
through prayers. He encouraged Lhe students to pray for
each oilier, their friends, their
ceillegt' campuses and the
Soiles explained the ways
to pray through biblical <••.nmples.
I lealso war nrd against the
difficulties
one might
t'ncoLuiter.Sludents were asked
to name strengths nnJ weakness on their campus and in
their fellowships,
Christy Brown '>;? felt Lhis
conference was very enlightening. "Reasons tor prayer"
were finally explained.
li is no longer praying for
thesakeofpiaymg. She is very
gl.id(that the. conference was
heid a t this Linn? bucaust:. as she
put it, people in thoUSji restarting to reali/.e. lhe power of
prayer."
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plained Donald Beilke,thechairman of the English department.
Tsao said, "Much needs to be
done. I'm sorry to see him go
without the process completed.
But I'm glad to see him moving
on, he made the right decision
to come to your school."
"We have something like
1900 faculty members here,"
said Keith McAllister, head of
the Mathematics Department.
"Given that he did as well as
anyone could. I'm unhappy that
he's leaving. I understand why
he's going, but I wish he were
staying."
When asked whether
Dobelle would be more effective in a small college setting
rather than a large school like
City, Thorn in contrast to White's
comments said, "I think Dobelle
is from that part of the country
and there would be a lot of interaction.
If your college has a faculty
who do interact [Dobelle] should
weld them better than [at City].
If you have an identifiable community sense then he can only

One seemingly incontrovertible fact is that City College
before Dobelle was having difficulty being certified for accreditation.
Recently, however, the college passed easily, according to
Paul Klein, head of the Department of Photography. "Ninety
percent of the criticism comes
from the spurned group [of facility],," Klein saidpresumably in
reference to White's Observer
Alliance. "They are reactionary
and want to go back to the old
ways of the college. The ways
the accreditation people had
problems with."
Thorn
summed up
Dobelle'scareeratCity, "Hehad
his dreams and hopes -— they
didn't all quite materialize.
But he has a mind that goes
at the speed of lightening. He's
probably the most articulate and
eloquent head of things around
•here as far as I've experienced."
Dobelle will be sworn in as
president of Trinity April 3rd in
time for the beginning of the
Capital Campaign.

ViOlld.

Let us
combine all
your debts into one
easy-to-manage payment

_

make it stronger."
Thorn summed up some of
the criticism of Dobelle by City's
faculty.
"I think a lot of the criticism is unfounded. It's a symptom of San Francisco. There's
an enormous amount of pettiness around here. People don't
understand how decisions are
made and there's never enough
money to go around."
As a result of this, said
Thorn, Dobelle received a large
amount of criticism from the
faculty.

"He's an idealisf, a pragmatist, and he's good with finances, I also
think he's very charming." — Joe Thorn, Head of Interdisciplinary
Studies at City College, San Francisco

Prayer Conference Discussion
RYSYLVhS'lkKCHllN

this college and did incredible
reform. There are however right
ways and wrong ways to do it.
Somebody's going to have to
look back over the long term to
assess him. He alienated a lot of
people and that may be a bad
thing in the long run."
Unlike Gerety's departure
from Trinity, however, faculty
at City did not seem to feel as
abandoned by Dobelle's. "Anybody in those positions is not
long term. That's the way it is
these days. I don't think
anyone's here forever," ex-
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NEWS

Quayle And Kemp Drop Out Of '96
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
News Editor

The field of Republican candidates for the 1996 presidential
bid narrowed dramatically over
the past week when both Jack
Kemp and Dan Quayle announced they had no desire to
seek the G.O.P. nomination.
Kemp's announcement came as
no surprise to political experts
but Quayle reversed his own
previous announcements thathe
was running,
Kemp, a former congressman who served as secretary of
housing and urban development in the Bush administration, had been an early front
runner for the nomination.
While he had done poorly in an
earlier shot for the nomination
in 1988, Kemp had the support
of many conservatives from all
areas of the country.
However, Kemp simply
claimed his heart was simply
not in the race.
Quayle also counted on
conservative support for his
presidential campaign and had
been touting his bid as a "crusade for family values." In Hartford, Indianapolis, and other cities, Quayle told reporters and
supporters thathe was entering
the race.
However, Quayle lacked
the fiscal support to back his
family values campaign. Fund

raising became the key issue for
Quayle. Financial difficulties are
often the factor which impedes
a candidates progress.
Money has often been the
factor which limits media coverage, leading to the demise of
the candidate in the final days of
the race.
Experts predict that a candidate will need over $20 million to be competitive in the RepubHcanprimariesand Quayle's
staff acknowledged that there
was no way for them to raise
that amount.
The remaining candidates
are battling over Kemp's,
Quayle's and Cheany's financialbackers. Alexander,Gramm
and Senator Bob Dole have received considerable support
from Kemp and Cheany's backers.
One dark horse candidate
has emerged with Quayle's announcement; Senator Richard
Lugar of Indiana. Lugar is currently in charge of the Agriculture Committee and had been in
charge of the Foreign Relations
Committee in the 1980's.
The Hoosier Senator would
score very well in the Great Lake
area and, assuming none of the
Midwestern governors run,
could easily win delegate rich
states like Ohio, Illinois, and
Michigan.
Senator Arlen Specter is one
of the most well financed cam-

paigns looking for the nomination.
Lugar's candidacy would
undermine Arleri Specter's as
well. For the dark horse Pennsylvania senator to win the
G.O.P. nomination he would
have to win a few of those states,
Ohio in particular. Lugar, like
Specter, is considered a moderate and would draw onSpecter's
base unlike the more conservative Quayle.
Lugar could also draw
more votes in the South and the
Great Plains than Specter or
Weld (another moderate) could.
The Hoosier's candidacy could
be formidable.
Dole is the front runner
right now. Having made two
previous bids as well as leading
the Republicans in the Senate,
Dole has more name recognition than any of the other candidates.
However the Kansas Senator has been seriously hurt by
his. age (he will be 73 come 1996)
and his pugnacious personality.
Each candidate is spending
more time with reporters and in
front of the cameras.
Anumber of themhave also
been taking trips to Iowa and
New Hampshire, the first two
battlegrounds, with the hope of
creating the early momentum
needed to cruise to victory next
year.

Celebration Controversy Spills Into SGA
continued from page I

lengthy discussion.
KerriMullen, cochair of the
Public Relations committee of
the SGA, stated that "I thought
people would find it amusing or
cute. I didn't think people would
take it as a slander against
women."
The Public Relations had
cited the campaign as target
marketing; anattemptto sell the
party to the student body.
"We sacrificed sensitivity
andl donotknow if it was worth
it. I think we used the most
viable form of advertising. It is
sad that our campus responds
to thatkind of advertising," said
NardeUi.
But the battle was not resolved at the party. A number of
protesters and angry students
attended SGA's meeting on
Monday February 13 and continued to express their disgust
with the signs that the organization placed all over the campus.
A number of other students
expressed anger over the
amount of paper used to advertise that event.

Group Discounts!
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In The Business!!!!

C a n c u n (>«,„, $339
J a m a i c a mm. $439
Florida .a™. $119
TRAVEL
SERVICES

ToJI free 1 -800-648-4849

Pingel and other students
argued that the SGA was degrading the 25th anniversary of
coeducation by using sexual references in its advertisement.
They also claimed that many of
the students who attended the

dent body.
LizPlatt, the president of
the SGA, asked what else the
organization could have done
not to offend anyone through
advertising and said that the students on the SGA tried hard to

"We sacrificed sensitivity and I do not know
if it was worth it. It is sad that our campus
responds to that kind of advertising."
— Michael NardeUi'97
party did not understand what
the "69" stood for in the advertisement.
Laura Sabini, one of these
students, found the advertising
"degrading towards the whole
purpose of 25 years of coeducation."
She found figures constructed of the advertisements
that were in the "69" position to
be disgusting. Sabini argued that
sex and not coeducation was
emphasized by SGA's advertising. "SGA should not succumb
to this," Sabini said.
A number of the other students thought SGA should
spend more time thinking before creating such advertisements. Other students called for
a "positive not a sexual message" dealing with coeducation.
Several members of the
SGA responded by asking the
dissenting students where they
were while the event was being
planned.
Nardelli said that such advertising is the most effective
and expressed regret over the
fact-that events like the panel
discussion and the readings held
over the weekend were ignored
by the vast majority of the stu-

make the party a success. Several members of SGA thought
their labor was wasted when
people started to tear down the
signs they had spent hours placing up.
Paul Wasserman proposed
that SGA should make a public
apology to those offended by
the advertising campaign. This
motion continued the spirited
dialogue between the two sides.
"I'm sorry I didn't think
beyond what I was doing," said
Mullen and hoped more students would come to SGA's PR
committee's meeting.
Platt apologized for herself but refused to apologize for
the entire body. Platt thought
the protesters should have expressed dissent a week or two
before the party.
A number of the protesters
tried to argue with Platt's call
for a vote . "Mot everyone in
SGA understands coeducation,"
stated Ashley Hammarth before
Platt ruled her out of order.
While the SGA struck
down Wasserman's motion by
two votes, several of its members were pleased over how .
many students attended the
meeting.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Dean's Corner
The Dean of Student's Office intends to attempt to improve
communication between the student body and the administration. Dean Winer will begin spending a few scheduled hours i
week in the cave.
This "fire side chat" method is designed with the recem
controversies over late night and the keg bans in mind. Thechie:
complaint by the student body over these controversies seems tc
be a lack of communication between the administration and the
students.
•

Dobelle To Visit
Next weekend President Elect Evan Dobelle will be or
campus. Dobelle is visiting to accUmate to the Trinity environment and to meet with the Trustees about the pending Capita
Campaign.
Dobelle will be inaugurated in April before the Campaigr
kicks off, in an effort to make him an active participant in the
process.

Hot List
According to Campus Safety the hot list of cars which cat
possibly be towed because of overdue tickets is on the rise. Briar
Kelly, Director of Campus Safety, stated that the student bodj
should be "encouraged to take care of unpaid parking tickets."
Cars which have a record of four or more tickets or are unregis
tered are subject to towing.

Car Stolen
A Jeep Cherokee was stolen out of the Wiggins Parking Lo
last week. The irony is that the Jeep had a club on it. Campus
Safety is anxiously awaiting knowledge of how the car was stoler
with a club on it. And the recovery of the car.
Additionally a car was stolen the Weekend of January 28tl
from Summit Street. The car was recovered, with extensive
damage. Both cars had clubs on them but were stolen despite tht
protection.

Fire Alarms
Jackson Dormitory was plaguedbyFirealarmslastweekend
The cause of the alarms seems to be too much pressure from th<
boiler. Students were asked to leave the building by order fom
the Fire Department in the event that the building might explode

New Environmental Group
A new Environmental Group was formed on campus as ar
alternative to Connpirg. The club had there first meeting Mon
day, February 13th. The Group claims not to be against Connpirg
but rather an alternative to Connpirg.
Connpirg is attempting to revitalize with new leadership i
the organization. The new Group's philosophy is not to damagt
Connpirg's reputation of base of support but to provide students
with more choices.

Prayer At Trinity
The various religious entities at Trinity are discussing new
policies about the role of Religion at Trinity. The Dean of Student
Office is working with the Chaplin's policy in implementing
policy to deal with Cult Groups on campus. The policy maker;
have to be careful to respect freedom of speech laws and to respec
individual's religious choice. The Chaplin's office will be exam
ining this policy far into the Spring;

Hartford Budget Approved
The Hartford School System's Budget was approved las
Saturday without a gun being fired. Safety in schools was ar
aspect covered and highlighted by the Budget. The $25.1 Millior
Dollar Budget will provide for upgrades in computer hardwari
and ads security to the Hartford Schools.

Written and compiled by
K. Michael Derby & Caroline Maguire
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Greek Panel Discusses The Future Of The Frats
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
News Editor

On Friday as part of the Celebration
of Coeducation weekend a panel was
held to discuss issues of Greek life on
campus since the advent of coeducation
in 1969.
The panel was part of an effort to
bring the coeducation celebration to the
students and to address issues which
affect student life.
The Greek question has become the
subject of debate in an environment
where many Greek organizations are attempting to swim in new water and are
failing to stay afloat.
The conference featured representatives from Pi Kappa Alpha, Delta-Delta

to year based on membership," said Jim
DeMichele '95 the representative from
Lock wood.
Duncan Banfield, President pi the
Interfraternities Council, discusses the
increasing role of the the IFC. The IFC is
attempting top open communication
lines between the faculty and the trustees to nail down specific long term goals.
The IFC will also be acting as more
of a protective force for the Greeks. Paul
Wasserman, a member of PIKE, stated
that "As the fraternities and sororities go
coed, the formerly single sex organizations, need to attempt to maintain their
integrity as they become part of a larger
organization. The IFC would act as a
protective condemn, if you will."
The Greeks are attempting to utilize

"Although we all have Greek letters on our houses the
similarity stops there. Each fraternity is different and
have individual characteristics, changing year to year
based on membership." — Jim DeMichele '95
Representative OfLockwood
Delta, Alpha DeltaPhi, AD, St. Anthony's
Hall and Lockwood the umbrella organization which houses Sigma Nu and
Alpha Zeta Omega. The Greek organizations spotlighted were examples of organizations which have already made
the co-ed transition successfully.
The nature of Greek life was discussed and the spiritual individuality of
each fraternity and the maxims they promote. The panel members seemed to be
conveying the message that Greek organizations go beyond a social institution
and promote certain philosophies of life.
"Although we all have Greek letters
on our houses the similarity stops there.
Each fraternity is different and have individual characteristics, changing year

the IFC as more than merely a PR vehicle.
The IFC, according to Banfied, hopes to
increase the Administration, Faculty and
Trustees awareness of the various facets
of Greek life, extending beyond the social realm.
Jen Nisivoccia, a member of Delta
Delta Delta, discussed the philanthropic
contributions to the community made by
the Greeks, which are often forgotten.
The upcomingGreekFestis a fund-raiser
sponsored by the Greeks and perhaps
the most visible philanthropy contribution the Greeks make. But the panelist
stressed that there are other community
service aspects to Greek life. The IFC
plans to attempt to increase their role in
the promotion of awareness of these as-

Ouestions About Thefts Continue...

Security Increased In Pool Area
BY SHARA ABRAHAM
News Writer

Friday, February 11th, Campus
Safety installed several surveillance cameras in Ferris Athletic Center to combat
the outbreak of thefts in the swim team
locker rooms.
Recently a man was spotted in the
imen's swirn team locker room who was
unknown to the swimmers. Later that
same day a number of the swimmers
reported that their lockers had been broken into.
|
The en tire campus was voi ce mailed
iabout the unknown man, however so far

in the hallway outside the rowingtanks.
To date there have not been any
cameras installed outside the women's
locker rooms because there have not
been any reports of thievery. However,
if the need arises, cameras will be added
to these locations.
T.ipe recorders are also currently
being used outside the locker rooms and
entrances to the athletic center. If an
incident is reported, conversations recorded by the tape recorders can be
matched with video recordings from
the same time of day to reveal possible
suspects. Brian Kelly, the director of
campus safety, is confident thatthe tech-

Tape recorders are also currently being used outside the
locker rooms and entrances to the athletic center. If an
incident is reported, conversations recorded by the tape
recorders can be matched with video recordings from the
same time of day to reveal possible suspects.
the description has not brought any sus- nology being used will help catch violators. Notices posted about the new surpects to the surface.
There were no any cameras insta lied veillance cameras should also serve to
inside the locker rooms due to legal re- deter potential thieves.
Campus Safety went to significant
strictions. The purpose of the surveillance cameras is to monitor traffic going expense to install this new system.
in and out of the locker rooms and main Money was taken from the budget of the
old surveillance camera system, which
entrances.
In addition to the cameras installed had been used in the parking lots.
However, it may be necessary to
at the numerous entrances to Ferris, cameras were placed outside the men's swim add additional security to the parking
team locker room and outside all of the lots since a car thefts this year have
men's locker rooms on the second floor. brought attention to the sometimes
The last out break of crime in. the unwatched lots.
locker rooms came 4 and 1 /2.yeats. ago. •.: •. Better lighting in the parking lot
The outbreak of thefts has prompted areas has led to a decrease in crime.
c a m p u s safety to take a c t i o n . . . . . . .
Kelly assures that redistributing the
This particular incident initiated the money from the parking lot cameras,
insialiationof acarriera outside theswim'. . which are fio longer in use,, is a "much
team locker tabrri.1 There is alsoa.c^iriera" ; jiviser-aUocatipri of resources/';.":.''. .

The Panel which met Friday to discuss Greek Organizations at
Trinity and the Trustee Mandate, '95 or bust.
pects.
Banfield and others agreed that the
Trustee Mandate has made the Greek
organizations enter into a self conscious
faze of self exploration. "It is now obvious that the Greeks are on the same wave
length, and they are a cohesive unit,"
stated Banfied.
This was further stressed by the example of Tri-Delt which is a dry organization. The issue of the Greeks as a
source for alcohol and the problems
which arise from this was also addressed.
However, organizations like Tri-Delt are
in a difficult position, because in order to
merge with Alpha Delta Phi, AD, they
are fighting to maintain that aspect of
their organization.

AUCEYAMADA

The ban on late night which has
sturred student controversy,- was emphasized during the discussion. Students discussed banning late night as
being the antithesis of the liberal arts
maxim.
Liberal Arts means to challenge, to
explore choice and to broaden your horizons," said DeMichele "Yet the Administration is limiting our freedom to associate.
This restriction is not backing up
their own polices." Ultimately the Greek
question remains a source of debate. The
IFC intends to play a larger role in protecting the Greeks and assuring that they
are able to gain a forum for discussion
and definitive answers.

Weicker Essential Part Of Politics
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
News Editor

To understand Connecticut politics
in the last quarter of the twentieth century, one has to study the career of Lowell
Weicker Jr., one of the most unique politicians in the state's rich political history.
Weicker is now out of office yet there are
rumors that he may enter the arena again,
either to help create a national third party
or run for the presidency on an independent ticket.
Weicker served in the U.S. Senate as
a liberal Republican and made himself a
national figure during the Watergate
hearirfgs. During his Senate days,
Weicker earned the reputation of being a
brash and independent He lost his seat in
1988 to Joseph I. Lieberman, a Democrat
that was in the eyes of many observers
more conservative than he was. Weicker
rebounded from this defeat two years
later when he deserted the G.O.P. and
formed the A Connecticut Party. He used
this new party to run for the governorship and edged out Republican challenger John Rowland in a narrow election.
As governor, Weicker has been
praised and condemned greatly. Weicker
isseenasabravepoliticianwhodidwhat
was right for Connecticut by creating the
state income tax. To others, Weicker is
the ultimate example of the tax-andspend politician.
':
Certainly there is ground for both
views of Weicker. After announcing tha t
he would not run for reelection, Weicker
attempted to help the ACP in the 1994
election. His understudy, Lieutenant
Governor Eunice Strong Groark, came in
third place behind Rowland and Democratic challenger Bill Curry. Groark received only 19% of the vote, a percentage
short of the minimum amount needed to
retain major party status.

The question Weicker is being asked
following Groark's defeat is "What now
?"
Certainly he does not wish to vanish. Weicker is publishing his autobiography Maverick in June. The work is a
look back across three decades of public
service.
Weicker has dabbled in national
third party politics. He was very interested in the creation of the Independence Party as an alternative to the Democrats and the Republicans. Tom Scott, a
conservative radio talk show host who
spent ten years in the state legislature,
ran for the governorship as well in 1994.
Scott, a leading critic of the income tax
and the Weicker administration, took up
the name Independence Party for his
campaign.
If Weicker were to use the national
Independence Party as a vehicle for a
presidential campaign in 1996, he would
not be able to use that name in his own
home state. While Weicker has denied
any presidential ambitions, the rumors
still float around that he wants a shot at
taking the White House. With his reputation for courage and making tough
choices, Weicker, it has been argued, is
more popular outside Connecticut than
inside the state. If the country is ready for
apresidential candidate who can tell hard
truths, as Paul Tsongas has argued in a
recent paper, perhaps Weicker will be
able to seize the moment.
But it is also just as, if not more,
likely for Weicker to be an organizer and
a speaker for fund raisers for the third
party. Weicker is in his mid 60's and
perhaps does no t have the national reputation some observers think he has. That
may be true but many politicians and
political observers feel that Connecticut
and the nation have not seen the last of
this politician against the grain.
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J. William Fulbright - Anti-War Hero Dies At 89
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
News Editor

The legendary Southern
historian C Vann Woodward
built on art idea of Reinhold
Niebuhr's that American history
has been plagued by several
ironic
characteristics.
Woodward used Niebuhr's thesis for the history of the South in
The Burden of Southern History.

One irony that Woodward
detected was the fact that the
South, the only region of the
country that had suffered military defeat before the Vietnam
War, embraced that military action.
The historian looked down
upon Southerners like Lyndon
B. Johnson of Texas and his secretary of state, the late Dean
Rusk, who was from Georgia,
who were willing to risk the
nation in what many perceived
as needless wars.
One Southerner who recognized Woodward's irony was
J. William Fulbright, an Arkansas Democrat who served in the
Senate froml945-1974. Fulbright
led the Senate opposition to
Johnson's and Richard Nixon's
plans to enlarge the Vietnam
War. On Friday February 10,
Fulbright passed away in Washington at the 89. The former senator had suffered three strokes
since 1988. The last, which he
suffered three weeks before his

death, was the cause of his demise.
Fulbright influenced for'eign policy for the thirty years
he served in the Senate. The Arkansan slated that while he
could see those two presidents's
logic, Fulbright argued that as a
Southerner he could not support the war. On March 7,1966,
Fulbright stated on the Senate
floor, "Perhaps we Southerners
have a sensitivity to this sort of
thing [the stalemate in Vietnam]
that other Americans cannot
fully share. We-our or forebearsexperienced both the hotheaded romanticism that led to
Fort Sumter and the bitter humiliation of defeat and a vindictive Reconstruction."
Fulbright supported the
war at first, evenproposingLBJ's
legislation to bomb North Vietnam in retaliation for the attack
on two U.S. Warships in the Gulf
of Tonkin.
While most Arkansans supported the war, Fulbright remained a popular figure in his
home state. WhenFulbrightprepared for the 1968 race to retain
his Senate seat, Winthrop
Rockefeller, the popular governor of Arkansas, refused to attack the Democrat for his views
on the war.
"The folks here in Arkansas are proud of our boy who
stands up and takes a position,"
Rockefeller told Peter Jennings.

Throughout his career,
Fulbright took many unpopular stands. The Arkansas Democrat cast the only dissenting vote
against granting Joseph
McCarthy's request to finance
the Wisconsin Republican's
committee to root out communists in American political, social, and economic life. The Arkansan later wrote a large part
of the censure motion that
brought down McCarthy. He
clearly saw himself as a dissenter. Fulbright expounded on
this in 1966 when he spoke at

nounced the Brown vs. Board

war movement, but he based
decision. Fulbright also took no his opposition on rational judgpart in solving the Little Rock ment rather than emotion, and
schooling crisis of 1957. He did he was always worried by the
however take part in the South- long-haired demonstrators who
ern filibuster in 1960 over civil saluted him as their leader."
rights legislation. Fulbright opOne young man who
posed a proposed Constitutional worked for Fulbright's staff in
amendment outlawing poll 1966 and 1967 was Bill Clinton.
taxes in 1962. He also spoke "If it hadn't been for him I don't
against a bill that wished to re- think I'd be here today," remove state literacy tests for vot- flected President Clinton. "He
ing. The poll tax and literary made an amazing contribution
tests were obstacles established tot he life of our country and, of
across the South to stop Afri- course, to our home state. He
can-Americans from voting. He was a great inspiration to thousands and thousands of us who
"I know of no country in which there is so
were young when he was a Senator and serving."
little independence of mind and real freedom
Clinton believed that
Fulbright's presence in the Senof discussion."
ate enhanced the stature of their
— J. William Fulbright, Former Senator
home state. "People dumped on
our state and said we were all a
UConn. "I know of no country also took part in a filibuster bunch of back country
in which there is'so little inde- against civil rights legislation in hayseeds," Clinton explained.
pendence of mind and real free- 1964. In a recent issue of The "And we had a guy in the Senate
dom of . discussion," said Journal of Southern History, who doubled the I.Q. of any
Fulbright. Fulbright was de- Randall Bennett Woods exam- room he entered. It made us feel
feated in the Democratic pri- ined Fulbrighf s racism and ar- pretty good, like we might
mary in 1974 by then Governor gues that it stemmed from his amount to something."
Dale Bumpers who still holds being from a well off Southern
Fulbright stands as an odd
that Senate seat.
family isolated from poorer figure in American political hisYet even Fulbright's repu- blacks.
tory. His place in history, detation as a dissenter must be
Oddly enough, Fulbright spite perhaps being overshadviewed with irony. Fulbright became a hero for many of the owed by more popular doves
was a firm opponent of the civil young protesters of the Vietnam like Eugene McCarthy and Robrights movement. Fulbright era. However as one of his aids ert Kennedy, has been estabjoined withmost Southern sena- told the New Republic in 1973, lished from his stands, his clingtors in signing the "Southern "Fulbright is not a zealot. He ing to Southern tradition, and
Manifesto" in 1956 which de- gave respectability to the anti- his legacy.

HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE'S
HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY.
v

Carry only enough cash to last the day.
Anyone who tries to borrow your last five spot
isn't a friend, anyway.

V

Label your spare-change jar "beetle farm."
Then, puL your beetle farm in a jar labeled
"spare change."

v

Mark up every space on checks.
. Don't leave room for someone to fill in their
name and extra zeros.

%P Keep your wallet in your front pocket.
It discourages pickpockets. So does wearing
really tight pants.
W

Put your picture on your credit card.
A Citibank Photocard is tough for anyone else
to use, unless they look just like you.
CmBANiOl

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU."
To apply, call 1-800-CiTiBANK.
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Marga Gomez in Memory Tricks: An Active Experience
BY SARAH E. CODY
Copy Editor

This past weekend, the talent of Marga Gomez graced
Austin Arts for two nights. On
Friday night, she performed
"Not For Republicans," which
was billed as A Night of Comedy

and on Saturday her piece was
called, "Memory Tricks," An
Evening of Theater.

place at The New York
Shakespeare Festival's Festival
of New Voices.
In her comical yet dramatic
piece, Gomez traces her relationship with her mother, from
the time that she was a belly
dancer during Manhattan's historical Latino entertainment era
to the mid-1980's when she succumbed tq Alzheimer's Disease.
Energetic Latino music

The theme of a picnic, which
represented quality time spent
between the two women, resonated through the entire .production. Gomez's success was
in her physical humor. She
would easily transform her body
into the seductive and graceful
stance of her mother while taking on the woman's accented
voice. She would then fall back
into her own lazy, round shoul-

Gomez's success was in her physical humor. She would easily transform her body into the seductive and graceful stance of her mother
while taking on the mother's accented voice. She would then fall back
into her own lazy, round shouldered gait as she spoke from her own
nine-year-old perspective.
As I awaited the start to the
tragic/comic monologue, I noticed many different people
trickling into the largest Austin
Arts audience space. I recognized some students and I spied
many non- college age people
who appeared to be from around
the Hartford area. The diverse
audience consisted mostly of
women, yet some of the loudest
chuckles during the production
were distinctly male.
Marga Gomez wrote her
theatrical monologue, "Memory
Tricks,"because of an offer made
toherbytheUCSanDiegoMultiCultural Theatre Festival. Her
show went on to enjoy six, soldout weeks at The Marsh Performance Space in San Diego, a
part in the prestigious Solo Mio
Festival in San Francisco and a

flooded Goodwin Theater before Gomez appeared on stage.
The stage was empty, except for
a park bench. Gomez, an attractive woman, bounded onto the
stage in what she described as
"her play clothes": black pants
with suspenders and a white
tee-shirt.
For an hour and a half, she
maintained an excellent rapport
with the audience, she often
spoke directly to them in the
front few rows. She began by
telling them a bit about each of
her parents and recounting the
story of when she had to choose
between the two of them. Since
she chose her mother, she figured that she could persuade J
her into having a picnic at the park which was not usually the
style of the flamboyant mother.

dered gait as she spoke from her
own nine-year-old perspective.
My favorite moment in
"Memory Tricks" was when
Marga, angry that she had to
carry her mother's heavy shopping bags through Manhattan,
decided to hide in a Woolworth's
doorway to see if her presence
would be missed. While she
was hunched over, pretending
to hold the bags while suffering
from a pinched nerve in her neck,
she quickly spun around to take
on the body of her sexy mother.
Not in the least bit angry, she
said, "A mother always sees everything."
Gomez's poignant monologue thrived in places where
she involved herself, physically,
in the story, such as in her imitation of her mother's best friend,

JANE DEVEREUX

Comedienne Marga Gomez performed Friday and Saturday
night in Austin Arts.
Daisy. When Gomez began to ence members comment that her
tell of her mother's sudden ill- monologuedragged towards the
ness, however, she lost a bit of end.
the audience.
Gomez has received rave
While I was very surprised reviews from such periodicals
and moved by the transforma- as The New York Times and The
tion of a beautiful, youthful San Francisco Chronicle, proving
woman into a Alzheimer's pa- her talent as a successful perfortient, I heard several of the audi- mance artist.

Subversive Laughter From Bali: Clown Is No Joke
BY MATT HENRY
Senior Editor

On Friday and Saturday
evening, Trinity was host to I
Nyoman Catra, master of Balinese Topeng masked performance. Catra is renowned for
his ability at comic storytelling,
and used that ability last evening
in his performance of "Kings
and Clowns of Bali." The performance began with an introduction from Ron Jenkins, professor of Performing Arts at
Emerson College. While he introduced the audience to some
of the customs of the Balinese
temple ceremony, Catra made

an offering and the necessary
prayers to beginhis storytelling.
Catra performs village
temple ceremonies all over the
island of Bali. His fame as a
clown and his role as a professor
at the Indonesian National Institution of the Arts in Despasar,
Bali has drawn him to the US.
Currently, he is spending time
in residence at Emerson College.
The style and meaning of
his performance is best described in the program for the
Topeng Pajegan. "In this genre
one actor tells a story by changing masks and inhabiting each
of the characters in turn. The
masks are archetypes that can

be used in varying combinations
to tell almost any story, as Catra
demonstrates by presenting
both a traditional Balinese story
(Sidha Karia, or "Kings and
Clowns of Bali") and a Balinese
adaptation of a Western story
(Snow White)."
"When performed as part
of Balinese temple festivals,
Topeng Pajegan always includes,
improvised references to local
gossip, politics, and current
events, ki this way, the Balinese
performer reminds the spectators that the philosophical issues raised in the play are directly relevant to the lives of the
audience. References to Hindu/

A Balinese dancer opens for I Nyoman Catra, a Balinese clown and professor in residence at
Emerson College.

Buddhist philosophy are also
woven into the fabric of the story
from one generation to another.
The clown narrators of the story
provide both the jokes and the
philosophy and are known as
'penasar' (Balinese for 'foundation'). Translating the ancient
Sanskrit songs into the local vernacular, the clowns are the foun-

gruntled relative. A search for
the relative ensues, and the characters who search for the man
construct the chase and the humor.
Catra's use of masks to tell
the story was intricate. It was
profound to watch the character
of the man behind them change
with each new face. Also im-

Catra's use of masks to tell the story was
intricate. It was profound to watch the character of the man behind them change with
each new face.
dation on which the sacred
temple performance is built."
The performance incorporated a brief 'introduction' by a
Balinese woman dancer, who
played a young man discovering his sexuality. The dance
was extremely intricate, and she
utilized every part of her body
in an expressive display of tension, humor, relief, anxiety and
other pubescent emotion. Most
notable was the way in which
the eyes were very much a central part of the dance.
Catra followed with his
performance of the Sidha Karia.
This exhibit began witha monologue in Balinese. The audience
seemed fearful that the entire
evening would be in that language, when Catra asked "Do
you understand that?" A relief,
and a laugh, exuded and the
spectators enjoyed an amusing
and artistic social commentary.
The story Catra told revolved
around a king, whose ceremonies have been cursed by a dis-

pressive was the detailed and
difficult choreography of the
performance and the dancing
ability of the clown. The dance
was used to express the emotion
of the character portrayed. In
the case of the king, who is
speechless, the dance is the only
means of communication.
It was interesting to watch
Catra translate Balinese tradition into American culture. A
breakfast offering to the gods
turned into Dunkin' Donuts and
McDonald's. Anxiety over appearing foolish before the king
evolved into Beavis and
Butthead. These sorts of references allowed the audience a
way to laugh at parts of their
own popular culture.
It also bridged the gap between our society and some of
the basic concepts in Balinese
culture. Overall, the event was
very entertaining. The performance left the audience feeling
entertained, educated and upbeat.
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Widener Gallery Exhibits Jacque Metheny's Recent Work
dia. This piece is a representation .of the
crisis existing beft ween ideological belief
and/reality. I '
On Thursday, February 9th, Wid"Dream Town" is yet another sculpener Gallery held the opening Teception ture that is made of particle board, wall
for the sculpture exhibit of Trinity's own paneling, mixed media, and linoleum
Professor Jacque Metheny. Professor tile. This sculpture identifies social ideMetheny has been teaching at Trinity als which are suggestive of autonomy
College for the past year and a half while and choice, but are also alienating and
maintaining a studio in New York City, illusory. "Domestic Diary" is another
MethenyVwork mirrors the Ameri- massive sculpture that is made of carpet
can art movement of minimalism. Her felt, laundry lint, and mixed media. Perwork is" comprised of "home improve- sonally, I found this to be the most captiment" materials such as laundry lint, vating piece, not only because of its size,
insulation, and carpet felt. Metheny's but because of its inclusion of conflicting
goal as a sculptor was for her art to materials and the feeling of calm anxiety
represent and debilitate our sense of do- it radiates. According to Metheny, "Domestic Diary" is a piece about "elusive
mestic and personal security.
She describes her approach to do- memory and the sensualization of life's
mestic and private space, "It is the site for narratives."
the incUviduat's. transcendence into the
: There are nine sculptures in total,
realrri of dream, memory and fantasy.-1 eachradiatingtheoriginality and uniqueuse materials commonly associated witH. ness of her artistic beliefs. Her works
/home improvemenf and building con- will be on exhibit in Widener through
struction, to address the complexities of March 24," Widener Gallery is open from
the individual's public and private reali- 1:00 PM until 5:00 PM daily. I encourage
ties."
•
everyone to make the trip to the Austin
Metheny's largest piece is "House Art's Center to view Metheny's work.
of Cards," which is a sculpture com- Even for those people who are not parposed of wafer board, wall paneling, in- ticularly interested in art, Metheny's
sulation, wire cloth, coal, and mixed me- minimalist medium speaks to all.
BYAMYSHACKELFORD
Arts Writer

This work, entitled, "The View From Here," is one of nine of
her minimalist sculptures. The exhibit will run through March 24.
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What To Do Now That
Late Nights Are Banned
BYPETEREILLY
Features Writer

Hello from the far right!
I speak as an anomaly here on campus. I respect the communists far more
than the Republicans and Democrats.
Why? Because the communists have an
opinion, something modern America's
political thought is devoid of, and I ache
for its return.
Why do I feel this is a relevant commentary for Trinity?
As a political science major, I have
sat through countless classes and debates on political "theory." The presupposition for these discussions, however,
is that democracy is the purest and best
form of governance. Why is this assumed? Is it not true that our government finds it nearly impossible to enact
legislation, to balance its budget, or even
to manage its own enormous self-serving bureaucracy?
Is it untrue that voter participation
is extremely low in the United States,
and that lobbying groups control -the
political process? Is it not true that thousands of Americans starve or die in criminal violence or infringe on each others'
inalienable rights in some way each and
every day under this "perfect" government?
In fact, the prevailing political persuasion at Trinity is apolitical. It is economic. Capitalism reigns supreme in
everyone's thought patterns. No one
cares whether the Democrats or Republicans win—as long as they promise to
lower my taxes, so I can afford more
conspicuous consumption. This view
needs to be reconsidered. The perspective has to change.
The core of the capitalist theory is
egocentrism: "I succeed at the expense of

another's lost opportunity." Both the far
left and the far right deny this as a proper
theory for human behavior. The human
being is a social, communistic animal by
nature as proven by history prior to the
Enlightenment and the subsequent Industrial Revolution. One helps one's
neighbor because that will repay someday, somehow.
On this issue, the far left and radical
right agree. The left terms it the "community," the right prefers to speak of the
"nation." Either way, the state is an instrument of equalization among its citizens.
With either scenario, hunger and
homelessness disappear along with unemployment. Crime is stamped out as a
threat to the government itself, not just to
its citizens. And the citizens' inalienable
rights are reconstructed to include1 the
individual as part of a greater body—the
constituency, the citizenry.
Remember that the Nazis—the group
that comes to most peoples' minds right
away when the term "right wing" is
tossed around—were the National Socialists before they were lunatic genoddal criminals? Basically, they were communists with a half twist to the aesthetic
side, and with a dash of Social Darwinism.
I could drone on about either perspective for several more pages, but this
is not my basic point.
I can sum that up in one word:
THINK. You have four years in this cocoon we call Trinity. Reconsider your
beliefs.
Take a good look at the world outside your window. Do you like it? Does
it need change? Then stand up, and make
yourself heard!
Don't just "Rock the Vote", rock the
boat!

Top Ten Ways To
Say 'I Love You.'
10. Mentho-Lyptus.
9.

Mention that its the 66th anniversary of
the St. Valentine's Day Massacre.
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Can You Spare A Nickel, Man?
BYSTEPHBOVEE
Features Wriier

Are you short on money? Here in
Connecticut,-we have a law mat allows
everyone to make a little extra money,
and help the environment, too. What
could bebetter? Environmental concerns
are likely to be put on the back burner
with the political climate after the last
elections. As a result, many environmental groups are focusing their energies on defending existing regulations.
Here in Connecticut, we have a law that
has proven to help the environment; it is

the Bottle Bill. This law enables people
to get money for all of those empty bottles
and cans of Beast that are lying around
after a weekend of partying. The logic of
this law is appealing. If you buy a beverage, there is a 5 cent deposit on the bottle
that can be cashed in later. It encourages
recycling and reduces the amount of
waste in the landfills. Although the Bottle
Bill has been very successful, Connecticut i s one of only nine states to have this
bill. Bottles and cans make up 40-60% of
litter in states without bottle bills. The
nine states with Bottle Bills have cut
beverage container litter by 75-86%. The
states that have a Bottle Bill have the
highest rate of recycling of all the states
in the nation and are able to make some
more revenue from the unclaimed deposits.
The opposition to a Bottle Bill comes
mostly from large corporations such as
Coca-Cola and Anheuser-Busch. They

claim that a Bottle Bill is just another
added tax on tine consumer because in
states where this deposit exists,, the price
of carbonated beverages has gone up
due to higher storage, handling and
transportation costs incurred by wholesalers and retailers. However, given that
half of the bottling company's costs are
for bottles, if they get the bottle back, it
should cost them less in the long run.
The 13.5 billion beer bottles discarded
each year in the U.S. alone result in 2.4
million tons of landfilled glass, 200 million pounds of pollutants discharged
into the environment and energy use
equivalent to 320 million gallons of oil.
The savings in these areas that a National Bottle Bill will lead to are incalculable.
The cost should not be the major
issue to the conscientious environmentalist. We are currently facing a solid
waste crisis. According to the Environmental Protection Agency, our trash is
35.7% paper, 17.9% yard waste, 8.5%
metals, 8% plastics, 7% glass, 6.7% food,
14.4% other. Quite a bit of this can be
recycled, and given that5G% of our landfills will be closed in the next five years,
it would seem to be in our best interest
to reduce the amount of solid waste. I
don't want to live in a landfill and 1
suspect that most people don't either.
Perhaps the opponents to a Bottle Bill
have a short memory. Just 30 years ago,
virtually all soda and half of all beer was
sold in refillable glass bottles with deposits.
The greater problem is a consumer
culture that consumes and consumes
with no thought to where the waste
goes. A simpie solution like the Bottle
Bill has been proven to make a difference, it is up to the real environmentalists to keep it working.
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PROGRAMS. INTERNSHIPS & MORE.
COURSES IN ENGLISH FOR CREDIT!
Come speak to an admissions officer about the
different programs at:

8. Say "Sa'lenites rum-cadail."
7. Have the Trinitones sing "Me So Horny!"
6.

A romantic dinner? How about the Cave?

5. Wait for your significant other to say it
and then say, "Ditto."
4. Remember his/her name in the morning.

THE
HEBREW UNIVERSITY
OF JERUSALEM
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14,1995
11:30am -1:00 PM
INFORMATION TABLE
MATHER HALL

3. "69 in the Washington Room.
2.

Have Dean Peters voice mail your love
message.

4:00 PM-4:00 PM
INFORMATION SESSION
TERRACE ROOM C
MATHER CAMPUS CENTER

1. Buy your Valentine a TCAC Fruitbasket!
Contact your Study Abroad Office for more
information or call 1-800-H U O A A (48622)
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TriDod Serial Fiction.

The Rescue

BY SARAH CODY

PART THREE

O.K. Folks, if you're just joining us, tion outside of her cubicle. Through the She is now on the New York Times "Best would never know the embarrassment
we're talking to Chandler Burgess, the glass window, she could see the figure of Seller List" with her new book. Me. You that he felt when people stared at him
woman who has the whole world talk- a woman, with a distraught expression read it didn't you, Paul?
like an invalid in his wheelchair and
ing. Chandler, did you ever have the on her pale face, enter the waiting room.
It was marvelous, Dave. She's my pointed at the scars that the skin grafts
feeling that you were destined for great"Where is he? Where's Billy Young?" "new sharona".
had left, when they- thought that he
ness?
Oh God, thought Chandler, it's the
There you have it, folks. She's Paul's couldn't see them. Chandler would never
Yes, actually, yes. Since I was a very wife.
"sharona". What does that mean? Let's know the frustration that he felt when he
small child, I always knew that.I would
• Chandler rubbed her eyes and sat bring her on: Chandler Burgess!
• watched his children play in their out-ofaccomplish something world-changing. I. up. Her head spun. Shestill had a lot of
Thanks, Dave.
ground-pool while he watched, all
just didn't.know how I zoos going to do it. that smoke inside of her. She saw someDon't you look lovely tonight. It's so wrapped up in an afghan that his wife
Now I realize that my mission, was te-save athing moye'next to .the woman's dan- refreshing to have a worthwhile person had made, from the window of his small,
life.
gling hand. It was a little head, a little on the show. Usually my guests are such ranchhouse. Hestillwouldn'tknow what
Fascinating..Heroism was your des- girl. She looked to be about three and she buffoons. Isn't that right, Paul.
it's like to play with his new little son
tiny. Now, how was your medical condi- had dark, curly hair. She was wearing
Yeah, Buffoons, Dave.
who was already growing up so fast.
tion after the accident?
bunny slippers.
ALL NIGHT we'll be saying bufChandler would never know the
I was fine, physically. I suffered many,
A doctor began to talk to the woman. foon. So how does it feel to be America's pain that Billy felt, not when he was
many -psychological traumas, though.
Chandler couldn't hear him, she could sweetheart.
attempting to straighten, his back, but
Such as...
only see the honest and kind expression
It feels good, it feels very good!
when he., looked at his beautiful, sexy*
Such as nightmares and flashbacks.
on his face. The woman began to cry as
Lef s see now, this week you are ori wife who couldn't be loved in the way in
How long did they, last?
sh&picked up her daughter and began to the cover of Time, Rolling Stone and Vogue. which a wife should be loved.
A week or so.
rock the small girl in-her arms. He must We can't get-enough of ya'.
Chandler would never know the And how did you rid yourself of the be dead, thought Chandler. Suddenly,
-Iguessnot.
profound disgust that Billy felt when she
demons?
~
the woman looked directly into
Now, the rescue inspired your new visited him in the rehab center, just that
I sought intensive therapy.
Chandler's cubicle and into the eyes of book, entitled Me.. Am I correct?
one time. She came bearing flowers and
Amen. You drove away the bad guys the young rescuer who was sitting On the
That's correct.
chocolates, the perfect "Get Well" gifts
and made room for the good. Girl, let's cot. She said something to the doctor and
But you talk about your childhood, for an ailing friend. She spoke of her
cut to the chase! Who's that fine lookin' he turned around and looked, too. Chan- teen years and future hopes and aspira- appearances on CBS This Morning and
man thatyou'vebeen photographed with dler squirmed. She felt like an intruder. tions. You don't just concentrate on the Entertainment Tonight She spoke of her
lately?
She wished that she was in Boston.
rescue.
upcoming career opportunities.
Well, Oprah...I'd like to take this oppor- The doctor began to walk towards
Right. I get so much mail each week
She never addressed the fact that
tunity to make an announcement. I'm get- her room. She got off the cot and stood up from people who wonder about my life and she actually caused the accident, caused
ting married! He's an old friend from for the first time in a long time. She felt about my thoughts. I felt it was my duty to Billy to be in his sad, pitiful condition.
Canada...a ski instructor. But now he's going dizzy, and her mouth was dry.
answer the questions of the public.
She simply breezed into the hospital
to become my press agent. We're moving to
"Mrs. Young would like to speak to
Now... How is that Billy character? room, looking gorgeous, swooping down
New York and I'm going to try my luck at you, Ms. Burgess. She's the truck driver's Billy Young, the man that you rescued? next to him to talk about herself, kissing
writing. And he's coming with me.
wife."
Uh...He's doing well...really well. The .Mrs. Young and getting the hell out. She
Congratulations, Chandler! You go,
"All right."
recovery is a slow process,! think...but he's couldn't even meet Billy's eyes, the sight
of his skin abrasions made her nauseous.
girl! We need to break but when we
"She wants to thank you, just don't alive and well.
return we will be joined by Charles talk to her for top long. I'm worried about
Chandler, Chandler! He owes his
Chandler would never know how
Crymes, the creator of the self-help video, her condition. I don't want to have to life to you! Are you two close? Does he •hard it was for Billy to hide the truth
"Be Your Own Savior".
deal wife another disaster tonight."
trim your hedges? Pedicure your toes? from his wife...from the world. By the
Pick the ticks off of your schnauzer?
time he was out of ICU, the whole rescue
"Her condition?"
sham was too far out of control for him to
"Oh, she's five and a half months
No...not at all.
. Chandler pulled the blanket that the pregnant."
Will you become lifelong pals, put a stop to it. He didn't have the strength
and it actually made him sick to think
EMT people had given her around her
My God.
friends forever?
narrow shoulders. People were rushing
Chandler's head began to swim as
We met a couple of times but that's it. about.
all around her in the Burlington Hospital she followed the doctor into the waiting We both wanted to put the nasty accident
Chandler really thinks she's a hero. She
Emergency Room.
area. Mrs. Young couldn't take her eyes behind us and move on with our lives. I have really does...or does she?
She was sitting on a sterile cot wait- off of Chandler. When the two women my career now, and he has two beautiful
Chandler would never know how
ing to be examined for burns and smoke met, Mrs .Young reached out and hugged babies. He's doing just fine.
difficult it was for Billy to watch his
inhalation. She clasped her hands and Chandler closely.
How is that Canadian bo-hunk of pretty wife send Chandler birthday
stretched her arms towards the ceiling
presents. ..Christmas presents when she
"Thank you so much, Ms. Burgess. yours?
and then perpendicular to her body. She My husband wouldn't be alive rightnow
He's wonderful, thanks. Hi,-Honey! never even checked back to see how he
rotated her ankles and swung her legs at if it weren't for you."
Isn't that the sweetest. So what is on was doing, never even called to say thank
the kneejoint,backandforth. Her muscles
you.
He's alive. He was all loose skin and your agenda for the future?
ached and her head felt heavy but she deep cuts. ..how could he be alive...how could I'm filming an info-mercial next week
In some perverse way, Billy knew
could not feel any serious damage, noth- anyone who looked so dead be alive...
for Cher's hair products and then I'm going that it was therapeutic for his wife to
ing that a good night's sleep couldn't
"How is he doing?" Mrs. Young's to be Sandy in the Broadway production of watch Chandler on Hard Copy and Good'
heal.
Morning America. It made her feel like
Grease.
eyes filled up with tears.
Her mind still reeled when she
"Not too good. He has first degree
Well, 'congratulations.tb you! It some good had-resulted from the acci.
. :
thought about the accident and what burns all over his body and he might be sounds like you have got everything to- dent.
she'd done. It all happened so fast...some paralyzed from the waist down....buthe's gether.
It made Billy nauseous.
of the details were blurred in her mind. alive and that's what matters to me. My
Well. Tonight, kids, we have Joe
Chandler would never know, beThe driver was already in surgery babies will have a daddy. Kimmy, you Namath hitting fly balls to Vice Presi- cause she wouldn't take the time to conwhen she arrived at the hospital. She was give Ms. Burgess a kiss, now. She's a dent Al Gore on Madison Avenue, ALL sider it. She would never admit that she
surprised that he was even in surgery. hero. She saved your daddy's life."
NIGHT. Chandler, please feel free to join caused Billy to crash into the steep emShe'd thought for sure that he'd have
bankment. She would never know that a
The little girl lifted her damp face them.
died on the way to the hospital. He had from her mother's neck and reached out
/ will, Dave. Thank you very much. car cannot swerve two feet in front of an
been flown away in the Life Flight while to Chandler. Her little arms gripped
No, thank you. You are a lovely oil truck that was doing 70 mph while
she had ridden in the ambulance. She Chandler's neck tightly.
young woman. We'llbe back in a minute, heading downhill without causing an
had been impressed by how fast the fire
accident. Brakes become totally useless.
That's when Chandler saw the first kids!
department reached them. After all, they flashbulb.
Slowing down becomes an impossibil'
had been stuck in Vermont, "nowheres
.Chandler would never take the time ity. Gravity takes control. There is only
land", according to any suave Bostonian.
We are pleased to welcome to the to find out that Billy Young, in fourteen, one thing the driver can 'do. Chandler
Chandler must have fallen asleep show a very-fetching youngwoman who months, still couldn't get out of a chair would never know that Billy hit the embecause she was awakened by a commo- has stolen the hearts of all Americans. alone without'his legs failing him, She bankment to save her life. Or would she?
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Student Notices Something Is Missing In MCEC
BY MARK MENTONE
Shorts Editor

For anyone who has spent any significant amount of time on the second
floor of the Mathematics, Computing and
Engineering Center, there is a feelirig of
emptiness this semester. No one talks
much about it, but everyone knows that
something is missing.
Math professors, like those in other
departments, like to take a break every
now and then from the wonderful world
that we call Trinity. They call it academic
leave. Since this phenomenon is so common, the loss of any individual instructor for a semester is normally only minimally felt (Unless, of course, the missing
prof, is your advisor!)
But when Professor Paula Russo left
this semester, she took something else
with her, the absence of which is felt
throughout the floor. No, it wasn't her
marathon homework assignments, or her
tests which yield an average grade of
about 47. Most of us are faring just fine
without them. The missing party is, of
course, "the dog."

"The dog" is Russo's pet and traveling partner. I call it "the dog" because X
do not know its name, and I call it "it"
because I do not know its gender. These
facts are minute and unimportant, however, because "the dog" has become an
MCEC institution. Only now have students and faculty alike come to grips
with the fact that they
must get through a semester without its presence.
During this period of'
canine sabbatical, second floor denizens
have had to go
through a period
of adjustments.
For instance, expe-"
rienced frequenters
of the second floor have
been robbed of the chuckles
of seeing an unsuspecting MCEC neophyte jump with alarm uponhearing the
dog bark. "I was walking down the hall
one day," said a mathematics major who
shall remain nameless, "and I saw a freshman approach Russo's door. Well, the
poor kid knocked, not knowing what

was on the other side of the door, and
when the dog barked, he nearly jumped
out of his boots! He was so embarrassed
because everyone started staring at him."
Students also miss out on the two
challenges of going^o Professor Russo's
office hours—trying to knock Without
making the dog bark, and attempting to
actually see the inside of Russo's
office. "Professor Russq definitely doesn't get the Trinity
Hospitality
A Wdrd," said our
:inonymous

mathematician.
The faculty doesn'thaveitany easier.
What to do, for instance, with those extra
five minutes during every lecture which
were reserved for interruptions by a certain barking sound? Similarly, how does
a professor alleviate the boredom of sit-

ting in his office without a couple of
woofs to break up the day? These are
obvious problems with no clear solutions.
The dog was a constant through my
five semesters as a math major. Its presence provides variety, adventure, and
annoyance all rolled into one. On what is
otherwise just another floor of just another academic building, this omnipresent canine stands out from the crowd.
But now the dog is apparently on academic leave, and MCEC is still experiencing the repercussions.
Well, now that I've treated my self to
a senior year of academic disaster (word
has it that Professor Russo is teaching
next year's Senior Seminar in mathematics), I guess I should end this piece with
a little kissing up. It is my sincere hope
that Professor Russo and her colleagues
realize in what section this article lies,
and react accordingly. I guess I'm at the
mercy of the sense of humor of the math
faculty, but if anyone doesn't appreciate
the tongue-in-cheek nature of Features,
all he needs to do is turn the page and
read the Sports section.

Another Couple Thousand Words...

PHOTOS BY JANE DEVEftEtK

Block Island

DO YOU HAVE
INFLAMMATORY
BOWEL DISEASE?
The Hartford Center
for Clinical Research
is currently evaluating
an investigational
contrasting agent for
use in ultrasound
procedures.
$1000.00
Compensation
Call for further
information:
724-0590

Hartford Center
for Clinical
Research
"Dedicated to the
Advancement of
Quality Medicine"

FIRST-YEAR
MENTOR
'MENT
Information and applications will be available at two sessions:

Thursday, February 9, 7:00 pm
Monday, February 13, 7:00 pm

Terrace Room B
Alumni Lounge

We're looking for 30 academically committed sophomores and juniors who are
interested in working closely with faculty, first-year students, and the new
First-Year Program.
Contact Carolyn Wallach at x2305 for more information.
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In Defeat, Bantams Prepare for New Englands
BYCLAYSIEGERT
Sports Writer
In its final meet of the season against Amherst, Trinity's
swimming team was defeated
by the nationally-ranked Lord
Jeffs.

BRYAN SATTER

JOHNSON
Given the strength of the
Amherst squad, the Bantams
entered the meet with the expectations of staying competitive and gaining valuable experience.
Said head coach Amy Williams, "We were looking forward to the challenge of swimming against a very strong team
even though we knew our
chances of winning weren't very
good."
Despite the defeat, there
were several outstanding individual performances by
Trinity's swimmers.
The women were led by

Molly Modzelewski'97, Joanna
McKeigue '97 and Allison King
'97. Modzelewski set a personal best in the 50-yard
freestyle, McKeigue had her
lifetime bestin the 50-yard backstroke and King bested her personal times in both the 50-yard
butterfly and the 100-yard individual medley.
With
their
times,
Modzelewski and McKeigue
qualified for New Englands. On
qualifying for the postseason
McKeigue said, "It is very rewarding because all of the hard
work has paid off."
Coach Williams praised
the efforts of the three sophomores and claims that their success has inspired the rest of the
team. "Because of the unexpected success of these three
swimmers, I think the team realizes what can happen next
week."
From their responses, the
team shares Coach Williams'
prognosis. Said senior co-captain Cheryl Buchanan, "Seeing
the sophomores do so well was
encouraging and it got us excited for this weekend."

Bantam swimmers dive into action in a home meet earlier this season. Trinity will be ALICE YAMADA
looking to peak this weekend at the New England Division TO. Championships.
season's best in both the 50-and the men were Wayne Ogorzalek represented at New England
100-yard breaststroke and '95 who had a season's best in tournament as many swimmers
Allison McBride '98 who had a the 50-yard freestyle, Tom qualified this season. Those
season's best in the 200-yard Appleton '96 who had season's competing for the women will
freestyle.
bests in the 100-yard butterfly, be Buchanan, Caitlin Corbeire
The men's team was also 200-yard freestyle and 200-yard '96, Beth Downer '95, Lisa
lead by sophomores, as Rob individual medley, and Matt Giarrantano '97, Allison Guild
Johnson, Gustave Fitzparrick Heller '98 who set his season's '97,McBride,NeUMcCarthy'98,
and Scott Heidom swam par- bests in the 50-yard freestyle and McKeigue, Modzelewski, Sarah
ticularlywell. Both Johnson and the 100-yard breaststroke.
Stuckey '95 and Anne Taylor
Heidom set new personal bests
For the Trinity swimmers, '98.
the meet against Amherst was
Compeungforthemenwill
the last opportunity for them to be Appleton, Fitzpatrick, Eric
"Seeing the sophomores do so well was enqualify for New Englands. To Graham '96, Heidorn, Dave
couraging and it got us excited for this week- qualify for New Englands, McFarland '97, Tom Murray '97,
swimmers must reach time stan- Ogorzalek, and Jared Von Arx
end. " — Cheryl Buchanan '95
dards in each event. Once they '95.
Also racing well for the in both the 500- and 1,000-yard have met the standard in a speThe women's New England
women was Kim Blondin '95 freestyle, and Fitzpatrick broke cific race they can participate in Championships will take place
who "set her season best in the hispersonalbest in the 100-yard as many as seven events at the this weekend at Bowdoin and
tournament.
50- and 100-yard freestyle, freestyle.
the men's Championships will
Other solid performers for
The Bantams will be well- be on February 24th-26th.
Adrienne Ober '98 who set her

Indoor Track Team Hurdles Over Squash Remains Upbeat
Despite Losing Their First
Opponents Toward New Englands
continued from page 28

ment was echoed by Coach Paul
Assaiante. "I think the team left
the match with Harvard with
more confidence than when they
arrived," said the coach.

*!* , , > '

-'

RYAN EMERY

AUSHAWAYMAN

Freshman Kate Reid (1) glides over any obstacle on her way to the finish at the
Smith invitational on Saturday.

The Trinity IndoorTrack teams wrapped up their regular seasons this weekend. The
women xan in the Smith Invitational, while the men competed in the Wesleyan
Invitational. Results for neither team were available at press time, but the following
is a list of runners who have qualified for the New England Division III Championships on Saturday. The events that the men will participate are provided, while the
women have not yet determined which races they will run. The men will compete at
M.I.T., and the women will race at Bates.

MEN •
John Karp
Myron Thomas
Seth Poole
Shawn Marshall
Eric Levigrte
DaveSpector
4X400 Realy Team

55M
55M and Long Jump
Shot Put
Triple jump
5,000M
Pole Vault

WOMEN
Michelle Stone
Michelle Miller
Val Walker
Ebony Roundree
Christine Siegfried
Alexis Colby
4X800 Relay Team

O'CONNELL
Most of that confidence is
probably due in part to the nature of the Harvard team. It is
made up of many international
champions including the Israeli
champ and the Pakistani junior
champion. Coach Assaiante
explained, "When you come

ing to pull anything over on
them." Another indication of
the ferocity of the Harvard team
was the first losses of the season
for Trinity's Adam Beard '95 and
Tosh Belsinger '97.
It says a tremendous
amount about a team when a
coach can tell you that regardless of the loss he is happy with
the team's performance. "No
one played poorly at all, they
were just that much better than
us. I have never been around a
bunch of guys that have gained
so much momentum down the
stretch," said Assaiante. He
added, "If they play as good as
they did on Saturday against
Harvard, this Wednesday
against Amherst than I definitely
think they will win."
For all the praise the coach
gives his players, they keep giving it back. "We have had to
handle a little adversity with
the new coach, but he has helped
a lot and is very encouraging to
all the players," said O'Connell.
Perkins further commented,
"The coach is a big time motivator and he has helped to build

"We have had to handle a little adversity with
the new coach, but he has helped a lot and is
very encouraging to all the players."
. .j
.
—Ryan O'Connell'95
away with an upset you have to
come up with a trick of some
sort that throws the other team
off balance. Harvard has repeatedly been the best team in
the nation and we were not go-

everyone mentally into better
players."
After the Amherst match,
the team wraps up the regular
season Sunday with a match at
Princeton University.
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Road Losses End Rocky Regular Sports Editors
Season ForThe Trinity Wrestlers Honor St. Valentine
in the spirit of the
holiday, your local
sports editors have devised the following
Valentine's Day quiz. Try
your luck at the following questions; after the
first few, the theme
should become apparent.
1. What current
manager in Japanese
professional baseball
was formerly a coach
with the New York Mets
and the manager of the
Texas Rangers?
2. What late baseball announcer was the
Senior tri-captain Bob Bligh puts the squeeze on a teammate in practice.
Bligh split two matches this weekend, as Trinity lost to Rhode Island College
and Bridgewater State.
BY BRYAN SATTER
Sports Editor

The Trinity Bantam wrestling squad made the journeyup to Bridgewater, Massachusetts, to tangle with
Trinity
13
Rhode Island
College
Trinity
1
Bridgewater
State
Bridgewater State and Rhode
Island College in a'tri-rneef on
Saturday afternoon.
The Bantams, wrestling
for the first time since February 2, struggled as a team
against both schools, despite
some commendable performances. Trinity lost to Rhode
Island 25-13, and was defeated
by Bridgewater State 22-15.
Senior tri-captain Tucker

MacLean continued his successful comeback from a knee injury, winning twice on Saturday, one each against both
schools. MacLean wrestled at
190 pounds, and was the only
Bantam to record a victory
against Rhode Island College.
Trinity was more successful against Bridgewater State,
as they captured victories in
fourweight classes. MarkSeely
'98 won at 134 pounds; Jake
Shaw '95 disposed of his opponent at 150 pounds; tri-captain
Bob Bligh '95 dominated at 158
pounds, and MacLean won his
third straight since his injury in
the 190 pound division.
Not as successful at
Saturday's meet were: Andrew
Goldstein at 142 pounds; junior
tri-captain Vass Eliopoulos,
who suffered an injured ankle
in the 167 pound category;
Corey Rishworth '97 in the 167
weight class as well; Jay
Bangash '97 at 177 pounds, and
heavyweight Phil Markert '98.

tied for eleventh in the
NHL in scoring last year
despite playing behind
Eric Lindros?
12. What longtime
second-base-man,
coach, and manager of
the St. Louis Cardinals
was elected to the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1989?
13. What pro wrestler nicknamed "The
Hammer"

RYAN EMERY

The two losses dropped
the Bantams record to 2-10 on
the season, but they had just'
come off an upset victory over
Coast Guard, a team they
hadn't beat in years.
The Bantams, after haying last week's New York University Invitational cancelled
due to the weather will now
head to the New England Division III Championships at
Roger Williams nextweekend.
For those who qualify, the
NCAA Nationals will be held
on March 3-4 at Augusta College, IL.
MacLean has been a familiar face at .the Nationals
over the years,-as he is a twotime Ail-American, and finished fifth in last year's tournament.
In theNew Englandsnext
week, MacLean will also be
looking to defend his New England championship, a title he
has captured twice in his career.

ATTENTION!
The Men's Lacrosse team is looking for someone to
be scorekeeper/ statistician for the 1995 season.
The job requires being present
at all home games and
possibly even travelling
with the team when they
are onthe road.
Anyone interested
should contact coach
MikeDarrat
extension 2060, or stop
by the Ferris Athletic
Center and inquire
within.

co-winner of the first
Ford Frick award for
meritorious service with
Mel Allen in 1978?
3. What pro wrestling manager is nicknamed "The Mouth of
the South?"
4. Who is major
league baseball's alltime leader in base hits?
5. Whatprofessional
golfer was once written
up in Sports Rlustrated
for his long driving ability?
6. Whose record for
most coaching victories
in the NBA was recently
broken
by
Lenny
Wilkens?
7. What official
worked the 1994 NCAA
Men's Basketball championship game between
Duke and Arkansas with
Jim Burr and Jody
Silvestri?
8. What golfer won
the 1992 PGA Masters
Tournament and is currently sixth on the PGA
all-time money list?
9. What pro wrestler
was once WWF tag team
champion with Jim'The
Anvil" Neidhart, then a
few years later wrestled
his brother, Owen, for a
title?
10. What former
- member of the University of Michigan's Fab
Five basketball recruiting class is now a member of the Denver Nuggets? :
11. What member of
the Philadelphia Flyers

specialized in the figurefour leg-lock?
14. How is a score of
zero expressed in tennis?
15. Who is the only
man to win three football
national championships
in college and then three
more in the NFL?

ANSWERS
[LS'SSlSbl

6*19
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TCP EOUI2TEEN POTENTIALLY XEATED NAMES
IN THE SPORTS
WORLD
1 4 . Dense Ding!e
i S. Standg Bush
I 2 . Pistol f»eie
fflaravicf!
i I . Done. DingSe
i O. morion Bulls
9 . fftauriee Cheek/
8 . Dennis Rodman
7 . Pud GoJvin
6 . Andre Rison
S. Don Gockfoft
4 . J.R. Rider
I.. Bryan COK
2 . Woody Halves
I . Df. Bruce Diok
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Valiants Also Feel Win Over Williams Special
Bantams' Wrath For Wolff, Key For Bantams
continued from page 28

tively kicked the ball out to an
open Reh at the top of the key. In
one motion, Reh fired a high
arching shotthathitnothingbut
net and at 1:33 the Bantams regained the lead 79-77. Reh, who
scored 12 points and blocked 3
shots for the game, was confidant about the shot. 'Tat made a
great play getting the loose ball

who is good friends with Clarke,
relished in the chance to guard
his former teammate: "It
brought a smile to my face to
guard him. He's a great player
and I have a lot of respect for
him, but I wanted to step up to
the challenge."
On Saturday, Trinity
showed no complacency as they
crushed Manhattanville 105-79.

BY Al.CARBONr
FMar

"J^et't. Co Bantams!! Let's
Go Bantams!!"
The chanl could be heard
throughout Ray Oosting Gymnasium a«s the enthusiasticbasU-tb-ill crowd of 1,200 focused
on poin t guard Troy McKelv in
'96. McKelvin used his body to
shifid the basketball from
WtJlidms's Grant Farmer as
both the game and shot clocks
ran down. AsMcKeU inslarled
hi penetrate, the cheers became
louder.
When McKt'U in found a
wid«#-open Keith Wolff '96 in
tin* right corner, the gym filled
with anticipation. Wolff
promptly and elegantly took
his thirteen th sh'ot of the night.
The result was apparent from
the reaction of tht* crowd and
V\ olff's teammates—total jubilation The three point shot hit
nothing but net. and with 19
iYinrls left in the game, the
score v\ as now 82-77. The BanRYAN EMERV
1
tams were going to heat the Keith Wolff kept Trinity .soaring above its competition
BRYAN SATTER
BVHOtSATiat
REH
top-ranked team in'New En- with an easy deuce against Williams Wednesday night.
MCKELVIN
gland.
for our team. We wanted to NCAA playoff berth, and comand passing it to me. I just felt The Bantams jumped out to a
I'or Wolff, there ia only one
bea t them beca use la s t yea r they mand the respect a 17-2 team
good and it feels great that [the 17-41eadwithl5:051eft,as Wolff
thingbeHerthjnswLshingjump
killed us. Ididn'tbeatthem,we should receive.
(15 points) hit his third three
shot] helped the team win."
shots—winning.
Especially
This week, the Bantam:-,
did."
pointer
of
the
game.
Trinity
exForty seconds later, with a
winning against Williams,
After narrowly missing host NFSC'AC rival Amher.,J
chance to tie,theEphmenmissed tended its lead to 29-9 as Chris
where he transfened from two beingselectedtotheNCAADi- on Wednesday night. The f t*: J
again and Aiken pulled down a Calio '96 found Reh for a layup.
years ago. The result on vision 111 Playoffs last season, Jeffs, who are 14-6 and coming
huge rebound. With a three The Valiants had no idea what
Wednesday wasa tasteof sweot
Wolff contended that there is off an 83-75 overtime win o\ er
point lead, the Bantams began hit them as the Bantams continrevenge
for
the
6'3"
guard
from
nowhere
else but the NCAA's Wesleyan, are also fighting for
ued
to
play
tough
defense
and
to milk the clock. With five secManchester, CT, as his home- for this year's team to go. "We a postseason berth. 1 as>t )iMr,
onds remaining on the shot hit their shots on offense. A
coming last year was destroyed
want to go to the NCAA's. We Amherst made it to the Final
clock, McKelvin found an open Wolff three-pointer with5:151t?ft
by
the Ephs, who triumphed
in
the
half
increased
the
Banknow we, are very good team. Eight of the NCAA i'la) irtk.
Wolff in the right corner for a
84-58 in Wiliiamstown.
This is. a huge game for Trir» tv
We want the respect."
three pointer which increased tams lead to 28,44-16, and they
While Wolff harbors npiJl
Respect is the key word. in their quest to avenge last.
the lead to five, 82-77 with 19 eventually headed to the locker
feelings toward hi? former Last season, Trinity reeled off season's disappointing finish.
seconds left. McKelvin put the room with a 52-23 advantage.
teammates, and the win was 16consecurivevictories,butlost
game away bitting two free
On Saturday, the Bantam*,
In the second half, all of the
special on a personal level, he three straight down the stretch close, out their 1994-95 home
throws for the final margin of members of the team received
victory. As the buzzer sounded, some quality minutes and the was most pleased with the vic- to Williams, Amherst, and sched ule against Whea ton Coltory because of what it means Wheaton. Both Willidms and lege as senior tri-captains IDano
the crowd and players cel- Bantams rolled to a 105-79 victo his team.
ebrated on the floor as the Ban- tory. Seven Trinity players
Amherst made it to the NCAA's Aiken, Pat Kinzeler, and Chris
tams avenged last year's crush- scored in double figures: Wolff,
"The Lnach and players at
last season. With the win over Ri'h will be playing I heir last
ing defeat to the Ephmen.
William* were all renlly great Williams, the Bantams haveput regular season game at Ray
Gallagher (12), Jason Webster
themseU es in excellen t posi tion Oosting (iymnahium. Both
HeadCoachStanOgrodnik '98 (12), Reh (11), Aiken (11), gujs," said Wolff. "E\en
though
if
s
nice
for
me
to
beat
to move up in the rankings, are games start at 7.30 and big
McKelvin
(11),
and
CraigMoody
was elated with the victory, "We
deserved this. Everyone contrib- '98 (10). McKelvin added 8 as- them, it was mure important poised to make a run at an crowd? are expected.
uted and played well. It was a sists, while Mark Lotty '96 and
In light of the University of Connecticut's victory over Syracuse, and their
total team win." Indeed, every- Calio combined for nine more.
one contributed. Once again, all Sophomore guard David Hava
jump to the number one ranking in the country, the Sports Editors have
five starters scored in double contributed three steals and Reh
been smitten with Huskymania. Thus, in a blatant attempt to be as cool as
figuresled by McKelvin (26) and two blocked shots for the Banthe Features section, we present...
Wolff (16) foUowed by Kinzeler tams, who will host Amherst
(14), Reh, and Aiken (10). Aiken and Wheaton this week.
also had a game-high 12 reWith the win over Willbounds. Gallagher chipped in iams, the Bantams have placed
with six points and seven re- themselves in a very good posibounds.
tion to and foremost, the BanA major key in the game tams have to keep winning and
was that Williams' leading this week's games are very imscorer, Noah Clarke (20 points) portant. Wolff, who is averagAcademics
Calipari's.
was held scoreless in the final ing a team-high 20.3 points per
10. UConn players passed
game summed it up best, "If we
12:23 of the game.
"Advanced Basketweaving"the
5. Calhoun's bar, Coach's,
After scoring 10 quick sec- play the way we're capable of
first time they took the course. serves better buffalo wings and
playing
every
night,
we
can
be
ond half points, Clarke never
has a better happy hour.
found the bottom of the net tough to beat. The Williams
9. UMass' best two playagain, as suffocating defense by game was a perfect example, we
ers are both from Connecticut,
Common Sense
Aiken and Wolff did the trick. showed a lot of people we are but couldn't get into UConn.
4. Husky players know that
Wolff, a transfer from Williams, for real."
"UConn" is just an abbreviation
Opponents
for University of Connecticut,

CORRECTIONS

• Todd Carroll '96, a member of the hockey team, was incorrectly
identified in a photo on page 26 of last week's issue.

• In the same issue, squash player Tosh Belsfnger '97 was
incorrectly identified in a photo on page 2 5 .

8. The Atlantic 10. When's
the lasttime you saw Duquesne
on your NCAA Tournament
Bracket sheet?

while Minutemen actually think
"UMass" is the name of their
school.

7. Isn't St. Bonaventure a
Catholic grammar school two
blocks from Franklin Avenue?

NBA Players
3. Since Dr. J left UMass,
how many Minutemen players
have made it to the NBA?

Coaches
6. Jim Calhoun's commercials are much better than John

Support
2. UConn has more daily
newsapers covering the. team

than UMass. Where else can
you find information that Ray
Allen went to the dentist on
Tuesday and had one cavity?
1. UConn has a better
theme song.. 'What I Like
about UConn" hit#1 this week.
— by Al Carbone
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Kate Whitmore: The Persevering Ail-American
BYBRIANWOODWARD
Sports Writer

There are precious
moments in athletics when
the spirit and hard work
of an individual can trans-

SPORTS
SPOTLIGHT
form frustrating losses
into a winning attitude
that becomes infectious
within the team. Kate
Whitmore '95 is captain
and the number one player
on Trinity's women's
squash team, but has
struggled from an individual standpoint this season with a 2-6 record.
Despite a few frustrating
losses to top notch competition, Whitmore's leadership and commitment to
the team are a major reason why Trinity's squash
team is ranked #3 in the
nation with a 5-3 record.
What makes Whitmore's success that much
more impressive is that
Trinity's squash team is
not the third best in just
New England or Division
HI or n, but in the nation.
Therefore, when Whitmore is playing the number one players from the
likes of Princeton and Yale,
she is competing against
some of the best squash
playersinthe country. Her

career at Trinity has been
nothing short of stellar.
Since the end of her freshman year, Whitmore has
played at one of the top
two positions. Last season,sheearnedFirstTeam
All-American honors and
in 1993 she was voted the
team's MVP.
Coming into this season, expectations for
Whitmore were high. She
has endured some disappointing losses so far, but
her level of play is still
exceptionally high. "I've
had a couple oi really
tough loses where I have
played well," explained
Whitmore. "It is a learning experience playing
against Harvard, Princeton, and Yale. On another
given day maybe I could
win one those matches."
By Whitmore taking
on the best players from
the best schools;, Trinity's
number two and three
players, Serena Carbonell
'98 andCarolyn Young'96,
have been able to post remarkable individual
records, which in turn,
helps the team win the
overall match. Whitmore
is essentially sacrificing
her individual match
record for the team's overall ranking.
An important role
Whitmore has had to play
this season is being the

Only$1,773. Or about $33-a month.'

Macintosh Performs" 636 w/CI)
8MB MiV25pM)i hard drive, CD-ROM drive,
14" color display, keyboard, mouse and all
the software you're likelytoneed.

Only $2,508.

Or about $47. a month.'

Macintosh Performs" 6115 w/CD
8MB RAM/350MB harddrive, CD-ROM drire,
15"color display, keyboard, mouse and all the
software you're likely to need.

RYAN EMERY
Kate Whitmore keeps her eye on the
ball in a recent practice.
team's leader. It has been co-captain. I still love it. I
difficult at times for her like being the person who
this season, as she has been gets everyone going and
counted on to rally the excited."
Whitmore's coach of
team and lead by example
despite suffering from four years, Wendy Bartlett
some tough losses. expounded, "It's very very
Whitmore admits that be- tough being a captain. I
ing captain has been diffi- think Kate has done a
cult this year but still rel- wonderful job at it. I think
ishes the position: "It has she is probably a leader by
been harder this year be- example."
Whitmore started
cause last season we had a

playing squash in her
hometown of Rochester,
NY, when she was in the
fourth grade. Her dad
joined an athletic club in
the town, and by the time
she was in the fifth grade,
she was competing. Most
of the competition took
place over the weekends
at tournaments in New
York, New Jersey and
New England; An interesting problem Kate had
to overcome was that she
was the only junior girl
competing in squash in
Rochester. In essence,
Whitmore had to play
against mostly male competition, and as such, she
was forced to increase her
level of play.
Kate attended a public high school, and like
most public high schools
there was no squash team.
Every day Whitmore
would have to travel to a
club in town to play
squash after school.
Amazingly, in the fall, she
also played on the school's
tennis team in addition to
the squash practices she
attended every evening.
The strokes for tennis and
squash are so completely
different (longer strokes
are taken in tennis, and
the wrist is firm, while in
squash shorter, quicker
strokes using a lot of wrist
are relied upon) that it is

astounding Whitmore
never experienced any difficulties playing both
sports simultaneously.
She excelled in squash at
an early age too; ever since
the sixth grade she has
possessed a national ranking.
When Kate looked at
colleges, "Trinity was the
only squash school I applied to. I thought I
wanted to go into physical education and athletic
training. Once I got into
Trinity I got pretty excited
and wanted tocomehere."
Bartlett
remembers
Whitmore visiting Trinity
"when she was a junior
squash player in high
school. I think it has been
a wonderful match for her
on and off the court."
Whitmore is an education major with a coordinate in sociology. She
wants to continue involving squash into her life by
becoming a squash coach.
She has applied to clubs in
New York, Chicago, and
Boston. Coach Bartlett
believes Kate will make
an excellent coach. "She
loves the game and is great
withkids. She isvery good
at getting herself and others prepared. Kate really
can see what is right and
what needs to be done."
Sounds like a terrific
teacher of the game.

Before you need to make a single
payment, 7776,000 seconds will
lave passed, the baseball strike
may finally cometoan end and
the term"Generation X"will have
been used one too many times.
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Bantam Women Regain Winning Ways As Toolan Stays Hot
continued from page 28

for most points in a game (set
against Connecticut College in
1985-86). Meanwhile, after scoring 29 last Tuesday against Williams, Toolan's 64 point performance for the week gave her 424
points on the season, only 4
away from breaking Jen
Hadfield's single season record
of 427 in 1992-93.
Against Tufts, Trinity took
control of the game from the
outset. After the opening tipoff, Trinity's full court pressure
forced the Jumbo's into a
backcourt violation.
Trinity guard Kara Ryczek
'96 scored the first points for the
Bantams who trailed only once
in the game, 3-2 after the first
two minutes. From there, Trinity proceeded to go on an 8-0
run, highlightedby two Bantam
steals that setup Toolan for five
points.
With a 10-3 lead, Trinity
worked to extend their lead to
13 points (26-13) after a superb
coaching move switched the
Bantams from a man-to-man defense to a 1-2-2 and then a 23 zone. Tufts was unable to
respond, as the Jumbos
connected on only three
shots from further than
12 feet.
"They just
weren't hitting from
the outside," commented Trinity coach
Maureen Pine. "Once
we got comfortable
playing in a zone defense, we were better
able to focus on rebounding."
Trinity was
outrebounded by over 20 in the
first half, but came back and
was outrebounded by only 2 in
the second half against the top

rebounding Division III team in
the nation.
The Jumbos' frustration
was evidenced by sophomore
Shelly Pedersen whose two
points on the day was far below
the 17 points she scored in the
previous meeting with Trinity.
Pedersen was called for a technical foul after arguing with the
referees about a call. Toolan's
conversion of the subsequent
free throws increased the Bantams lead to37-23. Eightstraight
points by Tufts' Sarah Howard,
however, closed out the half
with Trinity holding onto a 4133 lead.
The Jumbos came out with
the same momentum in the second half, as a 10-2 run tied the
score at 43 with 16:20 left in the
game. But things quickly fell
apart for the Tufts, as their star
fifth-year forward Jodi Beach (26
points) picked up her third foul.
Beach, a 5' 10" forward from
Westfield, MA, took a medical
redshirt last year after a devastating knee injury ended her season early.
A Trinity time-out rejuvenated the team, and they
stormed back out with a
10-2 run to give them a
53-45 lead. "I called the
time-out because I
didn't want my team
to be overwhelmed by
emotion," explained
Pine. "The big thing
with playing at
Tufts is it's an emotional battle. I
didn't want to let
) that affect us."
From there, Bantam freshman Carolynn Canty took over.
Canty, who finished the game
with 12points, scored all of them
in the second half.

Trinity withinone,21-20. "Patty
was focused and ready to play
today," commented Pine. "She
really contributed to our success this afternoon."
Down 25-21 with four minutes left in the half, Trinity
caught fire by going on a 17-4
run, started by a Canty threepoint play off a beautiful feed
fromadrivingMcGlynn. Toolan
scored 12 points in the run that
saw the Bantams take an insurmountable 41-29 halftime lead.
Trinity maintained their
lead with an 8-2 run to start the
BKMANSATTER
BRYAN SATttS
second half, capped by a coast
CANTY
SARMUK
to coast driving lay-up by
The highlight of the game
It was a similar reaction Ryczek after an outlet pass from
was a Canty score set up by from the William's coach earlier Toolan.
Ryczek with nine minutes left. in the week that epitomized
Williams' only threat came
Ryczek drove the lane drawing Trinity's success this season: with 13:30 left, as a 9-0 run
a double team from the "Trinity has always been strong, brought the Cows within nine
weakside. Spotting the double but I think with the game B.J. points, 54-45. The game never
team, she made a beautiful has been playing, I'm not sur- got closer, and a 10-0 Trinity run
bounce pass to Canty who con- prised by Trinity's success." ended the game and gave the
verted the lay-up and was fouled Toolan led all scorers with 29 Bantams their 91-71 victory.
for a three-point play that gave points as Trinity destroyed a
"I told this team before the
Trinity a 58-49 lead. Ryczek's much larger Purple Cows squad week that we've come so far,
assist helped pad her team lead- by twenty points, 91-71.
and if we stay tough for two
ing assist average to over six per
Five other Trinity players more weeks, well get the ultigame.
scored in double figures with mate prize, the NCAA's [tourRyczek, a point guard out Ryczek knocking down 12 namentinvite]," expressed Pine.
of Longmeadow, MA, is having points, freshman Sarah Martin
Trinity's two weeks begin
her best season to date. She has 11 points, and Sue Lally '96, Sue tonight as the Bantam's take on
not only been the most accurate Dinklage '97, and Patty Sarmuk Amherst in Ray Oosting Gymshooter on the team (57.8%), but '95 each contributing 10 points. nasium at 7:30. Amherst enters
has been averaging 10.2 points Lally was unstoppable on the the game with a 7-10 record afper game and 5.9 assists per boards as well, as she pulled ter droppinggames to smith (62game. Additionally, Ryczek's down 11 of the teams 39 re- 52), and Wesleyan (72-48) last
week.
111 assists on the season are only bounds. .
four shortof breaking Maryanne
Toolan and Ryczek, needDespite Trinity's large marOTDonnell's single season record gin of victory, the Bantams had ing only four points and four
set in 1988-89.
trouble shaking off a tenacious assists, respectively to break
One more 15-2 Trinity run Williams team. Trinity jumped records, will most likely break
with six minutes left was all the out to an 8-2 lead, but a 10-0 them tonight.
team needed to cruise to a 78-63 Cow run less than six minutes
The Bantams follow
victory. Tuft's lone highlight into the^game gave- Williams a Tuesday's game with a contest
at Western Connecticut on
came when Beach converted two 12-10 lead.
free throws with one minute left
It took Bantam co-captain Thursday, at 7:00 PM. Trinity
to score her 1,000 point of her Sarmuk to break the team out of will then finish their season with
career. After the game a.de- its funk. Sarmuk entered the home games against Vassar on
flated Savitz commented, "I an- game with nine minutes left in February 21st and Elms College
ticipate [Trinity] going to the the first half, and she then pro- on February 25th, marking the
NCAA tournament. They are ceeded to score six points in six final regular season home games
certainly deserving of it."
minutes on the court, keeping for seniors Sarmuk and Toolan.

High Spirits Liquors
Wines and Liquors • 237 White Street • 956-2221
Directions

Specials

; FairlieldAve.

12 Packs of Bottles
Rolling Rock
Sam Adams
Peter's Wicked Ale
Molson & Molsdn Lite
live at New York University in the heart of Greenwich Village while
you work, do an internship, or just enjoy summer in the city.
• Minutes from New York's business and cultural centers
• Apartment-style and traditional residences; single and double occupancy
• Outstaading sports-recreation facility

M

$7.99
$10.99
$10.99
$8.99

Liquor Specials

30 Packs
Genny & Genny's Ice
Miller Lite
Bud

$8.99
$13.99
$15.99

Gordin Gin
750 ml
$8.99

• Over 1,000 courses offered day and evening .
Housing available May 21-August 12
For more information, call toll free

Summer'95

Becks Ocktoberfest 6 pk Bottles $4.99
Milwakee's Best 24 pk $7.99

New York University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution.
•

1

'

'

•

-

Bud & Bud.Lite Beer Ball $29.99 + tax

Smirnoff Vodka
1.75 Liter
$15.99
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Two Losses Leave Hockey With Small Margin For Error
BY DON GOWAN
Sports Writer

The Trinity College hockey
team's quest for the E.C.A.C.
East playoffs stalled this past
weekend after two home league
losses to Salem State Friday
night and UMass/Boston the
following evening. The Bantams record now stands at 11-62. They are tied for tenth place
in the league with Colby, and
need to finish in the top eight to
play in the postseason.
On Friday night, defending E.C.A.C. champion Salem
State invaded the friendly confines of the Kingswood-Oxford
rink. Salem State jumped out to
a 3-0 first period lead, capitalizing on Bantam errors. The Vikings first goal came off an errant Trinity pass, when Kenny
Jones stepped in front of a clearing attempt by a Bantam
defensemen. He went in all
alone and beat goaltender Mike
Esposito '95 to get things going
for Salem. Later in the period,
Trinity took a hooking penalty
in its offensive zone and Salem
converted on the power play a
minute later.
Trinity picked up its play in
the second period with the help
of its co-captains. Brendan
Monahan '95 took a pass from
Pat Ashe '95 and got the Bantams on the board at 3-1. Salem
State fought back though, increasing its lead to 5-1 late in the
second. A great individual effort by Ken Golden, however,
got Trinity back to within three

going into the third period.
Golden stole the puck in the corner of the Salem defensive zone
and stuffed it past the Viking
goaltender to pull the Bantams
to 5-2.
This was as close as Trinity
would get, however. Salem
State's size seemed to wear out
the Bantams in the third period,
and they cruised to an 8-2 victory. Coach John Dunham commented on his squad's effort,
saying, "It was disappointing
against Salem. I thought that
we couldhave put ourselves into
a better position to win, but we
just never did." It would be
unfair not to credit Salem State
though, Dunham admitted.
"They have more talent than
anyone in the league with the
exception of Middlebury." Indeed, Salem State's roster was
stacked with quality players.
After the fall semester, they
added six or seven players that
had transferred from Division I
hockey programs due to various problems.
Trinity looked to rebound
from its loss on Friday with a
solid effort against a weaker
UMass/Boston on Saturday
night. UMass/Boston entered
the game with a 2-17-1 record.
Jason Pinto '96 got the call in
goal for Trinity, and surrendered
one first period goal to give
UMass a 1-0 lead after one.
After UMass struck again
early in the second, the Bantams
scored three straight goals to
take a 3-2 lead. Terry Long'97
got the first two, and Mike

AUCEYAMADA
Trinity goalie Mike Esposito stops the puck from going five-hole, but the
Bantams still lost to Salem State 8-2 on Friday.
Schultz '98 stole a pass later in effort to erase the two goal but the loss to UMass hurt worse
the period and beat UMass UMass lead. Murray turned because that was a team we
goalie Joe Murray to give the away over forty Bantam shots should have beaten. People
were not ready mentally to play
Bants the lead. UMass netted a in the win for UMass.
Defensive lapses killed the that game."
goal late in fhe period, however,
Still, Trinity controls its
to tie it at three going into the Bantams over the weekend. At
times, such as in the second pe- own destiny in theirplayoff run.
third.
Trinity was unable to main- riod of both games, Trinity Currently they are 7-5-1 in
tain the momentum it had skated very well. But Salem league play, and they have 15
gained in the second period, and State and UMass were able to points in the league, (two for a
gave up two straight goals to turn Bantam mistakes into goals, win, one for a tie, and zero for a
UMass in the third period. The illustrating Trinity's tendency to loss). Coach John Dunham figBantams poured on the pres- be very inconsistent at times as ures that the Bantams will need
sure late in the period, and fresh- well. Furthermore, Trinity's big at least 21 to make the playoffs.
man Mike Burns scored for the goal scorers were not convert- Trinity has four league games
remaining, two this weekend at
Bants to make it 6-4 with about ing in the offensive zone.
five minutes left in the game.
Pat Ashe reflected on the home. They play Hamilton FriTrinity continued to. dominate disappointing weekend: "We've day at 7:30 and Williams the
play for the final minutes of the had some nice wins this year following night at 7:00. The
game, but missed on numerous that exhibit the type of team we game against the Ephmen can
scoring opportunities in their can be. Salem was a good team, be heard live on WRTC 89.3 FM.

Women's Squash Survives Season's Busiest Week
Thrilling Comeback Against Brown Highlights Exciting Seven Days

Kate Whitmofe (foreground) looks the other way whileKMN EMERY
practicing for Harvard match earlier this week.
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Brown. Early in the week the
women breezed though
Sports Writer
Wesleyan, but they fell to the
After a slow week due to top-ranked Harvard Crimson
the snow canceling its trip up this past Saturday.
to Williams two weekends ago,
There was a lot at stake for
where it were scheduled to meet the Trinity Bantams going into
the Purple Cows as well as the their match with Brown. The
Tufts Jumbos, the women's teams were both ranked fourth
squash team stormed onto the nationally in the U.S.W.I.S.R.A
courts this week improving its going in, and in order to hold on
record to 5-3. The highlight of to its preseason ranking- of the
its three-match, week was its 5- same number, Trinity would
4, down-to-the-wire win over have to win. The Bantams rose

to the challenge and came
through with the nail-biter victory of the season.
The Bantams stayed strong
and did not fall to the pressure
of Brown's intimidating home
court advantage. Debbie
Nicholls '95 was the hero of the
day playing in the number 7
spot. After the teams had split
the first eight matches, it came
down to Nicholls match to decide the overall contest. With all
eyes on her court, Nicholls
staged a tremendous comeback
in the fifth and final game to
secure the victory for Trinity.
"It was 4-all in matches and it
came down to Debbie's match,"
said coach Wendy Bartlert said
afterthewin. "Shewonitforus.
You know, it was one of those
things where it came down to
the fifth game and she was down
7-2 , and she rallied back and
won it. It was incredible," "
Nicholls was modest about
her role in the victory. "I wasn't
even thinking about winning or
the consequences of winning. I
just wanted to play well," she
said. "I didn't even know it was
for the match; I just noticed that
there were a lot more people
cheering for me—in fact they
kind of helped me focus and
stick it out. I believe that any of
the five matches that we won
could have been considered the
match that gave us the victory."
Nicholis's victory brought her
individual record over the .500
mark for the season at 4-3.
There were many matches
of interest in. this meeting. Captain Kate Whitmore '95 contin-

ued to struggle and lost 3-1.
Freshman sensation Serena
Carbonell pulled out all the stops
in her five setter. After being
two sets down, Carbonell came
backto win three straight games,

women traveled to Boston to
meet perennial power Harvard,
who was ranked number one
in the country. The Crimson
held to their reputation and
didn't give Trinity much room

"I believe that any of the five matches that
we won could have been considered the
match that gave us the victory."
—Debbie Nicholls '95
and to beat her opponent 9-2 in
the fifth. Carolyn Young '96
failed to keep her undefeated
streak alive, falling in a hardfought five setter, and Katie
Reifenheiser '97 also caught the
five-set bug but lost 9-6 in the
final set. Meaghan O'Malley '96,
who has been showin g improvement, increased her record to 52 with her win. Anne Chick '96
also won in five, and Lindsay
Conway '96 contributed to the
team win by pulling off a quick
3-0 victory.
Before the fierce battle with
Brown, Wesleyan was bombarded with the strokes and confidence of Coach Bartlett's
squad last Tuesday. Trinity put
the Cardinals to bed quickly,
winning 9-0. These victories
helped them go into Brown with
more energy. Young, Courtney
Dann '95, Chick, and Conway
didn't even allow their opponents to have one point. Others
came close do doing the same,
makingtheafternoonsomething
to smile at.
ThispastSaturday, though,
it was back to business; The

to breathe, defeating the Bantams 9-0. The Bants went in
with nothing to lose so they
concentrated on doing the best
that they could.
The squash season is
slowly going to be coming to a
close. Last night, Trinity traveled to Williamstown to make
up their match with Williams,
which had been snowed out
last weekend. The Bantams
were solid up and down the
lineup, and easily dispatched
oftheEph's7-2.
On Wednesday the Bants
have their last home and regular season match versus the
Amherst Lord Jeffs in the Ferris
Athletic Center at 5 PM. Some
of Coach Bartlett's words from
preseason are a recurring reminder: "If we can just hold off
Brown and Williams we will
have the chance at a wonderful
season."
The team hopes to have
rwornore'wins under their belts
beforegoingifttotheHoweCup
on February 17th and 18th as
well as the league championships sn March,
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Hartford Stadium Proposal Examined
COUNTERPOINT
4

Conn Bowl' Would Attract
Attention, Create Excitement
BYALCAKfiONK
Editor

Imagine this: Sunday, October 11,
20(13.... The Connecticut Colonials, led
by their All-Pro quarterback, Drew
Bletisoe, are just about to kick-off to
Troy Aikmiin &nd the Dallas Cowboys.
Outside. iheC ona Bow], whkh is- convenient!) kxateilofflntorslaleSl,arc thousands of Uilgaters and barbecwrs enjoying a warm and breezy fall afternoon.
There is ilehnircly a fnotbalJ atmosphere?, because the Colonials Lire fighting for first plai_e, in the AbC East and
looking to avenge last season's loss to
the; Cowboys in Super Bow] XXXVIF.
Just the day before, the University
of Connecticut I luskies upset the nimiber-thfeo-ranked Miami I]urriranos2824 infrontofasold-outirowd o! 65,000
screaming 1 luskvmaniaca. Whal a great
weekend for football, and whal a great
weekend it would be for the stale of
Connecticut.
When the University of ConmvfiLUL Board of Trustees voted in favor ot
upgrading the status ci it? football team
to Division I-A last spring, il may have
had the previous image in mind; a nice
stadium, a proiession.il franchise with
which to shaie it, and the- chance to
enjoy [hc-popuiarityofbig-tinieBig Hjsr
football loenhance, thi! E-chnol's enrollment, as woil as its attractiveness lo
prospective students and student-athletes.
Last year, the stale of Connecticut
almost receivedanunin ten tionalpresent
from the stateof Massachusetts, the Mew
England Patriots. Since it seemed like
Massachusetts no longer wanted the farriers, Connecticut, led by former governor Lowell Weicker, took a stab at
luring the Patriots to the. Nutmeg State.
The attempt proved to be unsuccessful, though courageous. One of the
main reasons why the coup failed was
the lack of a big stadium and a big-time
colle.ge team in the state. Though
Weickei promised a big stadium on the
outskirts or 1 i artfon i of f 1-91, he i:oul dn't

deliver a top-notch Division I hnitball
team. Trinity was given consideration
due to its 15 consecutive winning seasons and hallowed football liadilion.
But in reality, all those stupid
NFSCACiuli-s,and the fcel thatil v\ould
be hard to attrai 165,000 fans to a game
when, the media coverage Trinily gels
now is minimal, especially when compared to UConn, would not make the.
Bantams1 a prime Ciindidatt! to oiX'iipy «i
big stadium. Dan Jessee, Field is fine
right now, for '1 rinity.
However, the university tharis right
down. 1-84 would be a good Latch. 'I he
Univerpilyof. Connecticut, whosemen's
and women's basketball teams have
both capturei I the hearts and support oi
the state as well as the nation, took the
chance and wiJl move its football Uvim
from Division 1-AA to 1-A. UConn going big-time would justify the state's
desire to build a nice, big stadium and
lure a professional franchise to Connecticut.
Fven though UConn won't enjoy
immediate success in the next level, it
will attract some Ljiwliiy np position like
Miami, Bus-ton College, and Syracuse —
all Topi en-caliber teams. Combine thai
wiihaprofes«iona]franchisL",somehigl]protile concerts in the summer, .wu'.r
games, and the stale will be: in business
and it.s economy will be given a boost.
Ihe state has the land, it has the
resources, and it has a .start. BiuJding a
stadium is inevitable now, because
L'Conn needs to play, according to
iSiCAA regulations, somewhere with a
30,000+ capacity. With a big stadium
comet)a professional teamand lhee>ther
popular events. Whether it be the i'atriots, Colts, or a C.TL team, the fans will
come. People w ant to see. big-time athletics and entuitainmenl. Look at the
success of UConn basketball, and even
the Whalers' —there is great support and
gex>d crowds.
Building a stadium wil! be great for
Connecticut. It's a chance for entertainment, its a chance fur Connecticut tn be
put on the map, am) it's a chance lo call
something our own, the Conn Howl.

Hartford Lacks Funds; Fan
Support A Question Mark
BY CLAY SIEGERT
Sports Writer

Lewis Rome, the chairman of the
University of Connecticut's board of
trustees, has made a proposal for the
construction of a multi-athletic complex in the downtown area that would
replace the Civic Center as Hartford's
major sports arena. Theproposed40,000
seat domed stadium would be the new
home for the Whalers, UConn basketball, UConn football and an expansion
Canadian Football League franchise.
Rome believes the riming for this
project seems right for two reasons.
Because of the current success of
UConn's basketball teams, the elevation of UConn football into the Big East
Conference and the potential addition
of a CFL franchise, there appears to be
the need for a new athletic complex in
Hartford.
. Also, it is believed that this new
stadium would cause an economic reju-

It is also difficult to believe that a
CFL franchise would be an immediate
draw in Hartford. When bringing an
unfamiliar franchise to a new city, it,
takes time to attract and build an habitual fan following. Those who believe that Hartford fans will instantly
embrace a new team should take a lesson from the Hellcats who are already
in danger of folding after only two years
in the city.
Similarly, the Whalers' recent woes
have threatened their existence in Hartford. They have difficulty filling 11,000
seats in the Civic Center so the prospects of filling 40,000 in a new stadium
are unlikely.
The fate of the Civic Center is also
an issue. If a new stadium is constructed, the Civic Center would be
relegated to an arena for political conventions and car shows. Given the
impact of the Civic Center onHartford's
economic infastructure, this reduction
in hosting of events is unwise.

Before the State decides to spend $125 million of the
taxpayers money on this project, the question must be
asked:Would the teams draw enough fans to the new
stadium to make the profect economically viable?
venation in Hartford similar to that seen
in Baltimore as a result of the construction of Camden Yards.
But before the State decides to
spend $125 million of the taxpayers
money on this project, the questionmust
be asked: Would the teams draw enough
fans to the new stadium to make the
project economically viable?
While UConn's basketball team
would be a financial gold mine for both
the stadium's developers and the city of
Hartford, its football team would not.
Because the program has just recently
been upgraded to the I-A level, the Huskies are not going to be competitive on
the gridiron with the likes of Miami or
Boston College for several years. Thus
it is doubtful that the envisioned sellout crowds would immediately fill the
arena on game days.

Except for UConn basketball, these
other teams would not draw the fan
base to the stadium that would translate into an immediate economic boost
for Hartford. It is not a situation where
Hartford is trying to lure the New England Patriots.
The Patriots are a proven commercial entity. They have a fan following
that spans across New England. The
NFL is one thing, the CFL is something
significantly less. Withoutaprovenprofessional franchise, a new stadium
would not be a safe investment. We
have neither the money to spend on it,
nor the time to wait for a fan base to
develop.
We already have an adequate
sports complex in Hartford. Building a
new one is a financial risk that the city
of Hartford is not in a position to take.

Baseball Strike More Than Just Owners Against Players
With position players due to report
to spring training in two days, the whining and bickering between the billion-

COMMENTARY
aire owners and the millionaire players
of Major League Baseball has exceeded
even the highest levels of tolerance.
While it is bad enough that fans
were robbed of half the 1994 baseball
season by the insufferable greed of the
two combating parties, the potential for
1995 to be wiped out as well (or played
with scab replacements — same difference) has about as much appeal as does
Tonya Harding's wedding night videotape.
The time has come to say enough is
enough. While baseball labor strife is by
no means anything new, the extent to
which the stubbornness of owners and
players has taken root this time is amazing. My question all along has been:

How dare they?
Baseball has been played continuously through two world wars, a depression, natural disasters, and even a gambling scandal that threatened to tear the
game apart at its foundations. Now, a
group of stuffy businessmen and avaricious players have inherited the national
pastime and stigmatized it forever.
The current owners and players
have no right to soil the institution of baseball. They are just
passing through the game
like visitors who sign their
names in a guestbook. Only
this group of tourists have
spilled ink all over the pages.
The players have been clamoring, en masse, about the owners'
salary cap proposal. While the cap is a
horrible idea, especially since it goes
against the tenets of basic economic principles, nevertheless, something must be
done to control theridiculously high players' incomes. But even if the cap were
implemented it would do little to reduce
the current trend of multi-year contracts
for mega-millions of dollars. Look at the

NBA, whose salary cap does nothing to prices, which is what the salary cap proprevent the likes of Anfernee Hardaway posal is really all about. The argument is
from getting $70 million over 9 years, or a weak one at best, as the Expos were
Shaq Diesel from raking in more than the doing just fine before the 1994 season
ended, sporting the best record in baseU.S. Mint can produce annually.
The worst part about the strike is ball despite having the second lowest
that the two principle interests are not payroll. Nonetheless, the large market
even the players and owners. The real owners will help their little buddies out
division is between the owners of large and agree to a smells-like-communism
and small market teams, The plan of revenue sharing, but only if a
smaller market squads are limit is put on spending, so that they can
complaining because they still earn the same profit margin.
claim that they cannot comWhile the owners should receive no
pete with the higher bud- sympathy for their "financiar' problems,
gets that owners of large since it is their fault for agreeing to pay
market teams have to work such high player salaries in the fir st place,
with.
they are not entirely to blame. The arbiDo really you think George tration system, which allows players to
Steinbrenner can't afford to have a oftenincrease their salaries exponentially,
payroll higher than the GNP of Canada? as well as free agency have driven up
The Yankees earn- close to $50 million a costs tremendously in the past fifteen
year just in revenue from local television years.
contracts, which subsidizes the boss' abilThe ideal solution would be for arbiity to buy highprice, medium talentplay- tration to be abolished, and the owner's
ers.
antitrust exemption stripped, in return
Franchises such as Montreal andSan for the elimination of the salary cap proDiego, which don't have access to the posal. Maybe then the real pitchers and
large markets, feel the need to control catchers could report to Spring Training.

College View Cafe Scoreboard
THE NEXT THREE WEEKS IN BANTAM SPORTS
Men's Basketball
February 15 AMHERST 7:30 PM
February 18 WHEATON 7:30 PM
February 20 ©Albertus Magnus 7:30 PM
February 22 ©Wesleyan 7:30 PM

Men's Swimming
February 24-26 New England Division IE Championships
©Bowdoin
Men's Squash
February 19 ©Princeton
February 24-26 NISRA Team Championships ©Princeton
March 3-5 NISRA Singles Championships ©Williams

Women's Basketball
February 14 AMHERST 7:30 PM
February 16 ©Western Connecticut 7:00 PM
February 21 VASSAR 7:00 PM
February 25 ELMS COLLEGE 1:00 PM
Hockey
February 17
February 18
February 21
February 24
February 25

Women's Squash
February 17-19 Howe Cup ©Yale
March 3-4 USWISRA ©UPenn
Indoor Track. .
February 18 Division III New Englands ©Bates (Women)
Division III New Englands ©M.I.T. (Men)
February 25 NEIAAA ©Boston U. (Men)
March 4 ECAC New Englands ©Smith (Women)
EC AC New Englands ©Boston U. (Men)

HAMILTON 7:30 PM
WILLIAMS 7:30 PM
WESLEYAN 7:30 PM
©North Adams 7:30 PM
©Amherst 7:00 PM

Women's Swimming
February 17-19 New England Division HI
Championships ©Bowdoin

1 -

•
I

- .- - NESCAC MEN'S
BASKETBALL STANDINGS
W-L
17-2
18-3
17-3
17-3
15-5
14-6
13-8
11-9
9-9
4-16
3-16

1 Trinity
Colby

[Tufts
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Wrestling
February 18-19 New Englands ©Roger Williams
March 3-4 Nationals ©Augusta College, IL

Williams
Hamilton
Amherst
Bowdoin
Bates
Wesleyan
Connecticut
Middlebury
•

•

•

•

PCT L5
STR
.895 4-1 W2
.857 5-0 ..W15L.._.._._
.850 4-1 W4
.850 3-2 L2
.750 4-1 W2
.700 4-1 W4
.619 4-1 W2
.550 3-2
W3
.500 4-1 LI
L2
.200 1-4
L2
.158 1-4
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

NESCAC WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL STANDINGS
W-L PCT L5 STR
H Trinity
17-2 .895 3-2
W2
15-4 .789 3-2 L2
; JH Middlebury
13-5 .722 5-0
• Bowdoin
W5

1

•
•
H
•
•
•
•

Tufts
Wesleyan
Williams
Connecticut
Amherst
Hamilton
Bates

M Colby

•

College mtto Cafe
SAUE $$ At The Uiew
2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse
Ip i l l w/ coupon
Save $6.50!
Good noon til 6 pm, expires 6/1/95

WatchUCoimBaskctball
At The View
$4 Pitchers* During Games
w/ Coupon
=MB's Best.

•
|
•
B
•
•

11-6 .647 3-2
11-7 .611 5-0
11-7 .611 .2-3
10-9 .526 2-3
7-10 .412 1-4
8-13 .381 4-1
7-12 .368 2-3
3-15 .167 0-5

4^HB

L2
VV5

H
H

.

VV2
VYI
L2
LI

I
1
B
•

VV2
L7

•
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l^eek
B.J. TOOLAN '95
Once again, Toolan has left the
sports editors no choice but to award
her the Tripod's highest honor. This
time around, she poured in 64 points j
in two games, including a career high
35 Saturday against Tufts, one short ]
of the school record.
Toolan was also named thej
NESCAC player of the week, and on
the year she is averaging 22.3 points
per game. Her 424 this season leave
her three shy of a Bantam single sea-1
son record.
Congratulations B.J., and try and I
let someone else have a chance next |
week!
.
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Bantams D-Eph-late Number One Williams
Reh, Wolff Hit Late Three-Pointers To Key Bantam Victory
BY AL CARBONE
Senior Editor

The Trinity College men's
basketball team put itself closer
to a possible NCAA playoff bid
as it defeated top-ranked Williams 84-77 in front of one of the
biggest and most enthusiastic
crowds ever to pack Ray Oosting
Gymnasium on Wednesday
night. The win was the second
this season by the Bantams over
a #1 ranked opponent. Three
weeks ago, Trinity defeated then
#1 Tufts 86-80. Later in the week,
on Saturday night, the Bantams
soundly
defeated
the
Manhattanville
College
Valliants, 105-79.
The Williams game was
what college basketball is all
about: great teamsplayinghard,
solid, fundamental basketball, a
very loud and supportive
crowd, and an exciting finish.
Williams came into the game
with B 17-1 record and holding
the top ranking in the latest
NCAA Division III New England Poll. Meanwhile, Trinity,
at 15-2, was ranked #6 and coming off a disappointing loss to
Bowdoin last Saturday in
Brunswick.
Trinity came out a bit timid
in the first half as the Ephmen
pressured the Bantams into

point lead.
On Trinity's very next possession, McKelvin hit a three
pointer, his third in a row, and
the Bantams led 70-68 with 7:40
left. After shooting 0-9 from
three point land against
Bowdoin, McKelvin responded
nicely and scored a game-high
26 points, including 4 three
pointers. McKelvin commented,
"It was a big game and I couldn't
let the bad performance against
Bowdoin bother me or the
team."
With 4:48 remaining in the
game, Reh hit a jumper in the
lane to put the Bantams up 7673. However, Williams scored
on two consecutive possessions
to regain the lead 77-76 with
Pat Kinzeier skies for a hoop against Williams in front of an enthusiastic Bantam crowd.
3:05 left. For the next minute
some sloppy play and forced took advantage of the missed minutes later, forward Chris Reh and a half, both teams squanthem to take some tough shots. box outs by Bantams players. '95 hit a three pointer to tie the dered chances especially WillHowever, Trinity regrouped Ephman forward Geoff Chapin score at 51 with 16:44 left. For iams, as Clarke stole a pass and
and took a 25-19 lead with 9:50 used his wide body as an ad- the next six minutes, the lead proceeded to pull up for a 20
left in the first half, as Pat vantage, scoring the last six changed five times, and when footer instead of the taking it to
Kinzeier '95 banked home a points of the half, to give Will- Brendon Gallagher '98 hit a the basket. When Kinzeier
layup. Williams then countered iams a 44-41 lead going into the layup off a pass from McKelvin pulled down the rebound, the
with 8:36 left, Trinity lead 67-65. Bantams had dodged a bullet
with a streak of its own, using a locker-room.
As the game went on, it and the crowd became a very
9-0 run to jump ahead of the
In the second half, Williams
Bantams 28-25 with 7:52 remain- scored on its first two posses- seemed like the Williams play- big motivating force.
ing. Not to be outdone, senior sions and led 49-41 just 48 sec- ers began to tire, and they began
Working to get a good shot,
tri-captain Dane Aiken hit a onds. Trinity responded as to miss many of their shots. the Bantams moved the ball
three pointer from the top of the Kinzeier had a slant dunk and a When Matt Godrick hit one of around until McKelvin took a
key to knot the score at 28 on basket off an offensive rebound. two free throws with 8:15 re- jumper. It missed but Kinzeier
Trinity's next possession.
When Troy McKelvin '96 bur- maining, it was the first point in fought hard for the loose ball
Throughout the first half, ied a three pointer, the Ephmen over four minutes for the after the rebound and instinccontimted on page 18
Williams' front court players lead was cut to one, 49-48. Two Ephmen, and gave them a one

Women's Hoops Command Respect Men's Squash Derailed
TooJati Has 64-Point Week, Nears Single-Season School Record

By Harvard For First Loss
BYJONMASSEY
Sports Writer

For most sports teams depression would normally follow
a loss. • However, the men's
squash team has disproved this
theory.
While their loss to Harvard
onSaturdaywasupsettingitwas
not discouraging. Austin
Perkins '97 said, "I hate to lose
and was a little shocked, but all
I can do is learn from it and be
that much better in the next
match."
And the next match is a big
one. The men's team will face
Amherst at home on WednesJON MOSKOW1TZ
The career point total of B.J. Toolan is tracked by Bantam fans during the
women's basketball team's trip to Maine two weekends ago.
BYJONMOSKOWITZ
government. Medford mayor atmosphere of a home game
Senior Editor
Michael McGlynn, uncle to Trin- for Trinity seemed to spafk the
ity basketball player Colleen Bantams to a-78-63 victory.
Trinity's basketball suc- McGlynn '98, honored the team Tufts head coach Janice Savitz
cess isstartingtobe recognized with a special reception after commented, "I was disapby others outside the Trinity Trinity's gameagainst Tufts. For pointed. Trinity really seemed
community. In the past week, the 17-2 women's basketball to have a great deal of fan supthe head coaches for both of team, the recognition seems de- port. That made a big difference!"
Trinity's opponents com- serving.
The difference once again
mendedTrinity on their incredOn Saturday, Trinity travible success. In addition, Trin- eled to Tufts for their fourteenth though was senior co-captain
ity was highlighted by Chan- road contestofthe season. Luck- B.J. Toolan. Toolan was unnel30 sports with a four-minute ily for the Bantams, a contin- stoppable scoring 25 first half
special on the 11:00 news. Even gency of eighty Trinity fans points, en route to a game high
in Medford, Massachusetts, trekked to Medford to support 35. Toolan, withher career high,
home of theTuf ts Jumbos,Trin- their team against a Tufts squad was only one point shy of tying
ify is being recognized for its that had not lost at home since LeanneLebrun's school record
continued on page 20
accomplishments by the local February 19th last season. The

day, February 15th. If it wins, it
is all but assured a third place
ranking behind Harvard and
Princeton.
In Saturday's match, the
team was swept 9-0 and handed
their first loss of the season dropping its record to 11-1. But the
loss hasn't changed the outlook
of co-captain Ryan O'Connell
'95. "This is the best team I have
played on at Trinity," said
O'Connell.
According to O'Connell,
the match was not discouraging
considering that as long as he
has been at Trinity, Harvard has
never lost a match. This senticontinued on page 16

Inside Tripod Sports:
- Should Hartf ord Build A Football Stadium?
Al Carbone and Clay Siegert debate the merits of the city's
proposal to build a football stadium in downtown Hartford, p. 22

-Sports Spotlight: Kate Whitmore
The senior captain of the women's squash team is profiled,
and despite her struggles this season, she remains positive, p. 19

-Valentine's Day Trivia
Celebrate this romantic time with a test of sports figures
whose names are in the spirit of the day. Also look for anadded
bonus, p. 17

-Plus Complete Coverage of All Bantam Sports

